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Abstract

ln auditory search, listeners are required to detect the presence ofatarget sound

embedded in a sequence of distractor sounds. Two experiments were conducted to

determine whether, (a) the similarity between the target and the distractor sounds, and

between the distractor sounds and one another, affects a listener's ability to detect the

target,and (b) when listeners are required to detect either of two targets, performance is

affected by the degree of similarity between them. The results indicated that target-

distractor, distractor-distractor, andtarget-target similarity all influence target detection.

Listeners were most accurate at detecting a target when target-distractor similarity was

low, and distractor-distractor and target-target similarity were high. Accuracy decreased

as target-distractor similarity was increased, and as distractor-distractor and target-target

similarity were decreased. A general theory of auditory search, derived primarily from

attentional engagement theory (Duncan & Humphreys, 1989), is proposed and future

implications of this research are discussed'
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Introduction

When we scan our environment with the goal of locating specific objects, whether

they are visual or auditory in nature, we are engaging in a process called search' while it

is quite clear that our internal mechanisms are highly developed to accomplish this task'

it is rather unclear as to precisely how such a deceptively simple, yet highly complex'

undertaking is achieved. Our environment is f,rlled with distracting sights and sounds,

each with the abitity to attract our attention and lead us astray from our target' Yet' we

are consistently able to overlook this bombardment of objects resembling our target' and

to locate the proverbial 
.needle in a haystack' that is our target (our keys on the

disorganized kitchen counter, for instance)'

A Review of Current Search Theories

F e atur e Int e gr at i on The orY

Asonemightimagine,mostoftheresearchthathasbeenaccomplishedinthis

area is directly related to our most commonly investigated sense: vision' one of the

pioneers in the field of vls ual search,Anne Treisman' developed an intriguing theory to

explain the common hnding that targets comprised of a combination (or conjunction) of

thefeaturesthatmakeupsüÏoundingnon-targets(ordistractors)areoftenidentified

more slowly and less accurately than targets defined by a single feature (Treisman &

Gelade, 19s0). Feafure integration theory (FIT), as it has come to be known, addresses

thedisputebetweenAssociationists,whobelievethattheperceptualexperienceofwhole

objects is preceded by the combination of less complex parts, and the Gestaltists' who

argue that we initiatly perceive whole objects, after which we may decompose these

objects into their component parts (Treis man &'Gelade, i9s0)' According to the theory'
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the first of two successive stages in visual search involves the parallel processing of each

feature of an obj ect in our visual field in separate spatiotopically organi zed maps ' These

maps are representations of the visuai field, each sensitive to the presence of a particular

elementary feature of the stimulus. For example, one map may code where the colour

gfeen occurs whereas another map may code where a circular shape occurs' while this

process is occurring in parallel across the visual field, it provides no useful information

about the conjunction of these separable features. For example, we may be sensitive to

the fact that the visual field contains yellowness, greefìness, a circle shape, and a square

shape, but we are not aware that there is a yellow circle and a gfeen square' It is only

after asecond stage, when focal attention is directed to a specific location, that an

object,s elementary features may be combined to yield what we perceive as a unif,ted

visual event (Treisman & Gelade, 19S0). That is, when attention is focused on a

particular area of the visual field, the information in this position held by the various

feature maps is conjoined to yield what we perceive as a whole object (e'g', a yellow

circle).

The most compelling evidence for this contention comes from instances in which

the features of objects have been inconectly combined (i'e', if we were to recall a green

circle or a yellow square in the previous example)' Such 'illusory conjunctions' are said

to occur when insuffrcient time is available for attention to bind individual features

together to form an object representation. In this situation, these features are considered

ïobefree floating,and when the object is recombined after the stimuli are no longer

present, the resulting perception ofthe object is an illusory conjunction (or incorrect

combination) of the object's features (Treisman & Gelade, 1980)' These illusory
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conjunctions are inferred by examining the number of feature erÏors as compared to the

number of conjunction errors. This phenomenon supports feature integration theory in

that it is believed to be the application of focused attention that allows us to combine

features ofobjects into a perceptual representation ofthe actual event' Thus' iffocused

attention is prevented, that illusory conjunctions occur provides evidence in support of

FIT (Treisman & Gelade, 1980; Treisman & Schmidt ' |9ï2;Treisman & souther' 1985)'

Treisman and Gelade (19S0) proposed that separable features may be detected

without focal attention and thus, a target that is defined by such a feature (e'g'' green or

horizontal) should be detected quickly, regardless of the number of distractor items that

are presented concurrently. According to Treisman and Gelade, separable features should

be detectable by paratlel search (i.e., an examination of multiple stimuli simultaneously)'

They claim that separable features are susceptible to illusory conjunction elrors when

attention is absent and can be identified without necessarily being located (i'e'' the

presence of critical features may be detected before or even without knowing their

precise location). They also predicted that separable features will easily lead to texture

segregation and feature-grouping (the detection of spatial discontinuities between groups

of stimuli). In addition, Treisman and Gelade predicted that since unattended stimuli

should only be registered at the feature level, only separable features should have

behavioural effects (either interference or facilitation) because these effects depend only

on the features that make up the stimuli, not the conjunctions or combinations of these

features. As for targets that are defined by a conjunction of features (e.g-, a horizontal

green line in a background ofvertical green and horizontal red lines), focal attention is

required to conjoin the features. This process is said to be serial, whereby in order to have
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correctly identified a particular conjunction it is first necessary to have located it before

focused attention can permit the integration of its features' Thus' attending to the location

of a stimulus must precede identification of conjunctions' Treisman and Gelade proposed

that in conjunction search, texture segregation should prove quite ineffective' and search

timeshouldincreaseasthenumberofdistractorsincreases.

In their classic experiment, Treisman, Sykes, and Gelade (1977) compared search

for a target defined by a single feature (e.g., pink in brown and purple distractors and the

letter o in N and z distractors) with targets defined by a conjunction of features (e'g'' a

pink o in green o and pinkN distractors). They found disptay size (i'e', the number of

distractors in a visual array) to be inelevant or to have very little effect on search time in

the single feature targetconditions. However, search times increased linearly with display

size when the target was a conjunction of features. These results were taken as support

for the claim that visual search is parallel for separable features, yet becomes serial for

stimuli involving conjunctions of separable features'

Treisman and Gelade (1980) sought to evaluate FIT further' They tested their

predictions using two separable dimensions; shape and colour' Experiment 1 was

designed to test whether the detection of a conjunction of shape and colour (e'g'' a green

1) could be changed from serial to parallel with increased practice' thus leading to the

formation of a special detector for the newly created unitary target, which would no

longer require focal attention to be identified. Each session consisted of a feature search

conditionandaconjunctionsearchconditionanddisplaysizesvariedfromlto30items

in each condition. Treisman and Gelade reported that even after 13 practice sessions

(each consisting of 128 trials in both conjunction and feature conditions) with the same
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stimuli, the increased practice did not lead to the formation of a unitary target. The reason

for such a conclusion comes from the examination of the search slopes. The search slope

plots the degree of change in reaction time as a function of the display size (reaction time

is plotted on the y-axis and display size is plotted on the x-axis). If the reaction time to

detect a target increases as the display size (number of distractors) increases (positive

slope), then this provides evidence for a serial search. If the reaction time remains fairly

constant as the display size increases (a flat or horizontal slope), then this is evidence for

parallel search. Slopes remained positive for the conjunction condition throughout the 13

practice sessions. However, due to the time constraints of such a long series of

experiments, only two of the six paficipants continued past seven practice sessions thus

adding a degree of uncertainty (in terms of reliability) to their findings. In addition,

Treisman and Gelade reported that the possibility exists for the formation of a unitary

target if the number of practice sessions is increased beyond 13, if different targets are

utllized, or if a different training method is incorporated.

In Experimenf 2, Treisman and Gelade reasoned that the speed of detecting a

conjunction target in a display might be affected by altering the degree of similarity

between the shapes and colours of the two distractors items, which combine to form the

conjunction target (perhaps even leading to a parallel search). They tested two conditions,

similar distractors (e.g., search for a green T targetin green X and blue T distractors) and

distinct distractors (e.g., search for a red O target in green O and red N distractors).

Despite the fact that the target was found almost three-times as quickly in more distinct

distractors than in more similar distractors, the researchers reported that search remained

serial (i.e., as display size increased so did search time) for similar and distinct distractor
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conditions. Thus, it was concluded that search does not simply become serial as the task

becomes more difhcult because positive slopes were reported in both conditions' The

question that this experiment raises, however, is the extent to which the similarity

between the target and the distractors plays a role in the search process' That is' target-

distractor similarity was greater in the similar distractor condition than in the distinct

distractor condition (i.e., whereas the green T targetis similar in colour to both of the

distractors, the red O targetis similar in colour to only one distractor)' In addition' the

similarity between the distractors and each other was (intentionalty) greater in the similar

distractor condition, and this may also have had a significant affect on performance' Both

of these factors (i.e., target-distractor and distractor-distractor similarity) will be

addressed later in the PaPer.

Experiment 3 was designed to test the possibility that the conjunction condition is

associated with slower detection times because the conjunction target shares one feature

with each of the other distractors in the display, while the feature target shares one feature

with only half of the distractors. That is, the feature targets might be a green S or a blue T

in green X and brown I distractors, while the conjunction target might be a green Z in the

same set of distractors. To examine this possibility, Treisman and Gelade used ellipses of

five different sizes. When viewed next to each other (in size order), the ellipse on the far

left was the smalles t (etlipse one) anðthe ellipse on the far right was the largest (ellipse

five). Thedistractors in this experiment werc ellipse two and ellipse four' EIIipse three

(the .medium' ellipse) was one potential target and was considered to be equivalent to the

conjunction target in that this ellipse was 'similar' to each of the distractors' Ellipse one

and ellipse fiue ('small' and 'large' ellipses respectively) were two other potential targets
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that were similar to only one distractor (supposedly comparable to the feature targets in

previous experiments). The authors reported that search was parallel for the 'medium'

ellipse target (the supposed conjunction equivalent ellipse) not serial as was the case for

the conjunction target in the previous experiment. According to the researchers' this

experiment established that the conjunction effect (i.e. serial processing) did not simply

happen because the target was similar to both distractors' However, the conclusion that

was drawn from this experiment seems a little premature. First, as display size increased

in this experiment so did search time (for all three target ellipses)' at a rate that is usually

indicative of serial search. Also, the slopes for the 'medium' ellipse target fell between

the slopes of the other two targets, which is not a problem for the research if indeed flat

slopes were found, but by examining Figure 2 onp.112 of their paper' they appear to be

positive. To accurately demonstrate the point, the 'meduim' ellipse would have had the

greatest slope, but in fact, the 'large' ellipse appears to have a greatest slope' The actual

slopes, however, wele never reported. It is only mentioned that deviations from linearity

(which is not dehned) are found to be significant. second, the logic that was used (i'e''

that each eilipse was ,similar, to one or two others in terms of their size) is suspect in that

in previous experiments, each stimulus shared one attribute with at least one other

stimulus (e.g., the colour greenor the letter l) ' In this experiment' the 'shared' attributes

(i.e., ellipse size) are never actually shared; they are only similar (i'e', no two ellipses are

the same size). A comparable experiment would be to use a green I five-times and vary

the shade of green in terms of its darkness. The middle (third) Sreen I would supposedly

be the conjunction because it 'shares' an attribute (i'e', it closely resembles it in colour)

with the second and fourth Is, but the first and fifth Ts supposedly only 'share' an
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attribute with one other stimulus. while these predictions may be plausible' an

experiment such as this has not been reported, and parallel search has never been found

for the conjunction. Thus, Treisman and Gelade's conclusions for Experiment 3 appear to

be unwarranted.

Experiment 4 was designed to test the possibility that letters (because they are

very familiar stimuli) are simply integral perceptual stimuli that can be distinguished by

unitary detectors.Treisman and Gelade however, believed that the features of letters

must be combined by focused attention to yield the whole stimulus' The researchers

reported that search should be serial and self-terminating if a target letter can be formed

by conjoining elements from both of the distractors because of the possibility of

conjunction errors. However, if only one of the letters contains critical features of the

target,then we should see parallel search. For example, the target letter R was used in one

of the conditions with either P and Q or P and,B distractors (R/Pa or R/PB)' Since the

slash that intersects the Q could be combined with the P to form an 'R' this was

considered to be the conjunction condition. In contrast, no feature of the B canbe added

to the P to yield an R, so the R/PB condition was considered to be the similarity condition

(another condition was tested using T/IZ and T/IY stimuli)' Treisman and Gelade reported

that since the slopes for the reaction time increased linearly with display size for the

conjunction conditions (PJPA andT/IQ,search was serial' Search was classified as

parallel for the similarity condition (R/PB and,T/IY) due to " "'aflatfunction or a

nonlinearly increasing function. . ." (p. 1 18). However, the slopes were never flat as

display size increased, but were in fact 5.3 and9.7 ms/item (compared to l2'2 and27 '2

ms/item for the conjunction condition). According to previous logic, this actually
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indicates serial search in both conditions of the experiment. In addition, in the feature

conditions, there was always a feature of the target that subjects could search for which

was distinct from the target and likely gave away its presence (i.e., the diagonal slash of

the ,R or the horizontal line that forms the top of the D. No such feature was present in the

conjunction condition, thus feature search could simply have involved search for the

distinct target feature, while conjunction search may simply have required a more

extensive examination of the stimuli. This point will be addressed in the review of

attentional engagement theory (Duncan & Humphreys' 1989), however at this point it can

be noted that performance may have been related to task difficulty, with the conjunction

conditions perhaps being more difficult than the feature conditions'

In Experiment 5, group and texture segregation were tested using index cards that

were designed in such a marmer to create an 'imaginary line' or boundary (either

horizontal or vertical) that divided a 5 x 5 square matrix of coloured letters so that stimuli

on either side of the boundary were defined by either a distinct colour, shape, or a

conjunction of both. It was reported that subjects were faster at sorting a deck of cards

into two piles (one containing cards with a horizontal boundary and the other containing

cards with a vertical boundary) when stimuli on either side of the boundary differed in

terms of separable features, but not when they differed in conjunctions of features' The

same stimuli were used for both the feature and conjunction conditions (red O' blue O'

red v, blue I).In the feature condition, the boundary divided red stimuli from blue

stimuli, or Øs from Os. In the conjunction condition, the red Os and blue tr/s were

separated from the blue os and, red vs.Themean sorting time for both of the feature

decks of cards was significantly faster than for the conjunction deck' Treisman and
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Gelade claimed that this advantage for feature decks demonstrated that since texture

segregation is dependent on early parallel detection of similarities, easier segregation is

found in feature conditions (when groups are separated by one or more separable

features) and it is not easily found in conjunction conditions (when groups differ only in

the conjunction of features). Thus, they suggested that the boundary is not directly

noticed during conjunction search, but instead must be found by scanning several

individual stimuli seriallY.

There are, however, alternative explanations for the findings of Experiment 5'

According to Treisman and Gelade (1980), the results could be explained, at least in part'

by the fact that the feature deck had only one dimension that was relevant (i'e', shape or

colour) and were homogenous on that dimension on each side of the boundary' In

contrast, in the conjunction deck, participants had to pay attention to both dimensions'

Thus, Experiment 6 was designed to determine if the addition of a disjunctive pack to the

task would clarify the findings. Treisman and Gelade created a disjunctive deck of cards

consisting of redOsand greenHsononesideoftheboundary' andblue Osand greenVs

on the other. Thus, in the disjunctive deck, no letter from one side of the boundary could

be formed by combining the colour and form of two letters on the other side of the

boundary (as they could in the conjunction deck), but each side of the boundary was

relevant on both dimensions (which was not the case in the feature deck). Participants

were significantly faster at sorting the disjunctive deck than the conjunction deck used in

Experiment 5, but were significantly slower at sorting the disjunctive deck than the

feature deck (but by only a small margin). Treisman and Gelade claimed that this result

demonstrated that the greater homogeneity of stimuli and the necessity to rely on two
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dimensions in the conjunction deck only explained a small proportion of the difference

between feature and conjunction search'

In Experim ent 7 ,subjects were shown 5 x 5 matrices of all black' similar letters'

in either a single feature condition with letters containing short diagonal lines on one side

of the boundary and not on the other (QR/P O ot FQ/EO) or aconjunction condition with

no simple features to distinguish letters on one side of the boundary from those on the

other (PQIOR or FI{/Eþ. Subjects were asked to indicate whether the imaginary

boundary created by dividing similar letters (PR, EF, OQ', and xIQ was horizontal or

vertical. In general, significantly faster performance was found on the feature sets than on

the conjunction sets. These results led the researchers to conclude that texture segregation

is dependent on whether the boundary divided areas that differed in a single feature or

only on a conjunction of features (Treisman & Gelade' 1980)'

As previously mentioned, feature integration theory predicts that for a subject to

correctly identify a conjunction, its features must have been bound through focal

attention to a specific location, whereas the identification of a feature does not necessarily

depend on the allocation of attention to a specific location. In Experiment 8, the subjects

were required to identify one of two possible targets and its location ina2 x I matrix of

letters (one of the two targets was present on each triat). The presentation time (i'e'' the

time that the subjects needed to examine the stimuli to identiff the targets accurately) for

both the feature and conjunction conditions was determined in advance by a preliminary

testing session and varied from subject to subject. Much shorter presentation times were

needed when identifying the location of a disjunctive feature target (i'e', a pink ot blue H

oraîorangeXotoinpinkoandblueXdistractors)thanwhenidentifyingthelocation
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of a conjunction target (i.e., a pink x ot a blue o in the same distractors) while

maintainin ganil}o/oaccuracy rate (65 ms vs. 414 ms respectively)' However' correct

conjunction targets were identified more accurately than correct feature targets when the

location response was also coffect, but less accurately when an adjacent location (one

horizontal or vertical position from the correct position), or a distant location (all other

positions) was reported. In the conjunction condition, the conditional probability of

correctly identifying atatgetin a correct, adjacent, or distant location was '930' ]23' and

.500, respectively (overall accuracy was .793). In the feature condition, the conditional

probability of correctly identifying a target in a correct, adjacent, or distant location was

.8g7, .82l,and .678, respectively (overall accuracy was .786)' This was taken as support

for the notion that conjunction targets must be located before they can be identified'

whereas feature targets can be identified without necessarily being located (Treisman &

Gelade, 1980).

In Experiment 9, the same conditions as the previous experiment were tested' but

equal presentation times for the feature and conjunction search were used' Subjects

performed two sessions, each consisting of three blocks of 32 trials on a feature condition

and three blocks of trials on a conjunction condition' ln the first session' half of the

subjects performed three blocks of the feature condition then three blocks of the

conjunction condition, while the other half performed three blocks of the conjunction

condition then three blocks of the feature condition. Presentation times began at 150 ms

for the first block. Presentation time on the second btock was contingent on performance

on the hrst block (it was either increased or decreased depending on accuracy)' and

presentation time for the third block was contingent on performance in the second block'
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The presentation times for the next three blocks were matched to the presentation times

of the previous three blocks. Presentation times on individual blocks varied from 40 to

200 ms. A second session was run in the exact same mannef except the condition order

(feature or conjunction search) of the first three blocks was revelsed (i'e'' if feature

search were performed first in the first session then conjunction search was performed

first in the second session and vice versa). According to Treisman and Gelade (1980)' the

reason for this procedure was to ensure that the longer exposure time in the conjunction

condition of Experiment I did not affect performance "'. 'in some qualitative way'" (p'

128). The subjects in Experiment 9 were far more accurate in detecting targets defined by

disjunctive features than by conjunctions of features. They were also more likely to report

the correct location of the target, whereas in Experiment 8 they wele more accurate

(overall) in the conjunction condition than in the feature condition (keeping in mind that

much more time to respond was aliowed in the conjunction condition of Experiment 8)'

In Experiment 9, subjects were more tikely to identify the correct target in the feature

condition, regardless of whether or not the location was accurate' Conditional

probabilities in the conjunction condition for a correct target in a correct' adjacent' or

distant location were .840, .582, and .453 respectively (overall accuracy was '587)' In the

feature condition, the conditional probabilities of identifying atarget in a correct,

adjacent, or distant location were .979, .925, and '748 respectively (overall accufacy was

.916). Subjects performed more accurately in choosing the correct target in feature

conditions when an adjacent or even distant location was reported' In conjunction

conditions, however, acctlIacy was significantly lower if an adjacent location or a distant

location for the correct target was reported (usuatty at chance levels)' These results were
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taken as support for the notion that identification must be preceded by localization for

conjunctions, but identification can occuf without localization for features' However' in

the conjunction condition of Experiment 8, the targets were correctly identified in an

adjacent location at a greatetthan chance level (-723)' Treisman and Gelade reported that

this result suggests that only an approximate perception of the location appears to be

needed before a conjunction can be identified, however, that result was not replicated in

Experiment 9. In addition, it appears that the method for equating exposure times for

feature and conjunction conditions is suspect. when subjects performed the three blocks

offeature search first, they set an unfair standard for conjunction search in that it is

simply more difficult to detect conjunctions (because of their similarity to both of the

distractors) and thus requires more time, so performance was sure to be poor on the

subsequent conjunction conditions. This point is evident in the fact that the correct tatget

was identified in the correct location far less accurately in the conjunction condition than

in the disjunctive feature condition (accuracy in these conditions should be roughly equal

otherwise it is obvious that conjunction search was made to be more difficult by

decreasing presentation times). on the trials where conjunction condition performance set

the standard for feature search exposure times, subjects started at 150 ms exposure time

þrobably too short) then it was likely increased to a maximum of 200 ms (still quite

difficult for conjunction search). The subsequent feature trials then likely received the

benefit of the difficutt conjunction search trials in that exposure time for these trials

would have been much more than was necessary for identifrcation (only 65 ms

presentation times were used in Experiment 8), causing the results to be inflated in favour

of feature search. Though this prediction cannot be proven without the actual data'
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Treisman and Gelade failed to report whether there were any differences between the

presentationtimesestablishedbyconjunctionsearchtrialsversusfeaturesearchtrials

(only the mean presentation time of 117 ms was reported)'

In a later article (Treisman & Gormican, 1988) FIT was modified slightly to

explain the finding that feature search is sometimes serial when target-distractor

similarity is high. Given a situation in which the targets and distractors are only slightly

different in their colour, the distractors might excite the target map, making the

judgement of the presence of a target somewhat difficult (i'e', it becomes diffrcult to

determine if the net activity of the target map is sufficient to indicate the presence of the

target accurately). They suggested that as the number of dishactors (i'e'' display size) is

increased, the activity produced by the tatget(in proportion to the total activity produced

by all stimuli) is reduced, and thus decision difficulty increases' Treisman and Gormican

proposed that clumps of stimuli are searched serially by means of focused attention' and

the size of the clumps is directly proportional to the similarity between the target and the

distractors (i.e., clumps are chosen such that the net activity produced by the target in the

map is sufficient to consistently detect the presence of a target)' Thus' the more distinct

the target is from the distractors, the larger the clump that can be searched' In the

previous version of the theory the entire display was treated as a single' large clump'

Taken together, the findings of Treisman and Gelade (1930) and Treisman and

Gormican(19s8)providesomeevidenceforfeatureintegrationtheorytoexplainvisual

search. There are, however, altemative explanations for their results'
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Att entional Engagement The orY

DuncanandHumphreys(1989)presentedatheorythatcouldaccountfor

conjunction effects and even demonstrate how feature and conjunction search could be

equally difficult. They were able to create conditions in which search for both feature and

conjunction targets could fall into the range suggesting either serial or parallel search' a

finding which is, of course, inconsistent with FIT. They began by examining the

application of feature integration theory to letter search (i'e', the conjunction of different

line segments to form letters). Duncan and Humphreys made a distinction between

within-object conjunctions (e.g., two letters, such as L and T, with the same features

differing stightly in their spatial arrangement) and across-object conjunctions (e'g'' when

atargetcan be formed by conjoining the features from several distractors' such as search

for an R among Ps and Qs). They noted several problems feature integration theory fails

to explain. while some studies (such as Treisman & Gelade, 1980) do report large effects

of display size, other studies that have investigated within-object conjunctions (see

Humphreys, Riddoch & Quinlan, 1985), have found that as display size is increased'

there appears to be little effect on search time. These results appear to contradict

predictions drawn from feature integration theory, despite their resemblance in terms of

the task and methodology (i.e., search for an inverted Z among upright Is) to several

other studies that support FIT (see Beck & Ambler, 1973; Bergen & Julesz' 1983)' It was'

however, demonstrated that the variable of interest in such studies appears to be the ratio

of letter size to retinal eccentricity (Humphreys, Quinlan & Riddoch' 1989)' That is' the

use of relatively small letters produced effects of display size that were not noted with the

use of larger letters. This is due to the fact that decreasing the sizeleccentricity ratio
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makes it more diff,rcult to notice differences between the letters' This diffrculty in

detecting differences evidently becomes a problem for conjunction targets more so than

for feature targets because conjunction targets are typically more similar to the

distractors. Thus, according to Duncan and Humphreys (1989), the findings of previous

experiments that supported feature integration theory may have been (at least in part) due

to their use of relatively small letters. As for across-object conjunctions (e'g', Treisman &

Gelade, 1980), Duncan and Humphreys note that the smallest effects of display size on

search time were reported when distractors were homogenous and the largest effects were

noted with heterogeneous targets. Thus their theory, the attentional engagement theory'

essentially takes into account the interaction effects of two stimulus variables: the

similarity between the target and the distractors and the similarity between the distractors

and each other (Duncan &' Humphreys,1992)'

In their first two experiments, Duncan and Humphreys (1989) demonstrated that

while slopes may vary somewhat between feature and conjunction search' the overall

pattern of results is the same. That is, slopes approach zero when the ratio of letter size to

retinal eccentricity is large (1/3), whereas slopes increase as the ratio decreases (1/6 or

lllz).They tested subjects using a replication of Beck and Ambler's (1973) investigation

inwhichlsandtiltedrswerethetargetsthatweretobedetectedamongstuprightTsor

Ts thathad been rotated 90o clockwise. In Experiment 1, distractors were either

homogenous (either al: upright Is or all rotated Is) or heterogeneous (approximately half

uprightls and half rotatedls). Size/eccentricity ratios were either 1/3 or 1/12' stimuli

were presented for 180 ms. In Experim ent2, distractors were always homogenous

(uprightls) and letter sizeleccentricity was either !13 or 1/6' Stimuli were presented for
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as long as the subjects took to respond. They found in both experiments, and for both

feature (tiltedT) and conjunction (I) targets, that slopes were always in the range to

suggest parallel search (as defined by Treisman & Souther, 1985) when letter

sizeleccentricity was large, whereas the use of small often leads to a search times

generally interpreted as serial search. Thus, small letters tend to produce a greater effect

of display size (i.e., had greater slopes), whereas search for larger letters was almost

independent of display size, despite the fact that targets and distractors consistently

differed only in their conjunction of letter strokes. These results demonstrate that the

failure to account for letter sizeleccentricity in the previous experiments that support FIT

is a serious concem for the theorY'

Duncan and Humphreys (1989) anticipated the interpretation that proponents of

feature integration theory would give to their findings. Specifically, it is possible that'

since an L contains attributes not possessed by a T (such as the comer of the L)' one

could argue that some elementary feature (not necessarily the strokes that make up the

letter) was detected in the first, parallel stage of processing, which may have resulted in

slopes in the range to suggest paraliel search. To address this issue, Experiment 3 used

distractors that were identical to the target except for their orientation' The researchers

used a target L andcompared the detection of this target in two conditions' In one

condition (homogeneous distractors) all of the distractors were the letter I rotated 90"

clockwise, and in the other condition (heterogeneous distractors) some of the distractors

were the letter I rotated 90o, while others were the lettet L rotated 270o clockwise' Not

only was it found that search time for a target among homogenous rotations of the target

letter can be in the range that indicates parallel search, but the task became extremely
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difficutt as heterogeneous distractors were included in the display as well' Thus, search

was demonstrated to be more difficult as distractor-distractor similarity is decreased'

Experiment 4 built on the findings of the previous experiments' Increasing the

display size affected search for a target L amongrotations of distractor Is when small

letters were used, or as target-distractor similarity was increased and as distractor-

distractor similarity was decreased, but this was not the case for large letters' In a

preliminary experiment, Duncan and Humphreys found that keypress identification of a

single letter (I or I) was significantly faster when the I was rotated either 0o or 90o

clockwise and was made more difficult when the I was rotated either 180" or 2700

clockwise. That is, identifrcation was easier when the I differed from the I by a greater

numberofstrokes(i.e.,ls0"and2T}orotationsareidenticaltotheIasidefromahalf

stroke left or down; 0o and 90o rotations differ from I on this same stroke plus an

additional stroke). Thus, 180' and 270o rctaÏions of Z are more similar to I than are 0o

and 90o rotations. For Experiment 4, the more similar (more difficutt) pair of Is was

used. search for an I among the more similar zs proved to be more difficult (as indicated

by signif,rcantly greater slopes) as sizeleccentricity was decreased (1/3 versus 1i6)' In

addition,signif,rcantlygreaterslopeswerenoted(forbothsize/eccentricityconditions)as

distractor-distractor similarity was decreased. However, if the distractors used are more

similar to the target as in Experiment 4 (180" and270o rotations of 7) rather than less

similar as in Experiment 1 (0" and 90o rotations of fl, the effects of distractor

heterogeneity are greater (i.e., siopes \nll3 sizeleccentricity condition of Experiment 4

aregreaterthantheslopesinthesamesize/eccentricityconditionofExperimentl)'

Further, as demonstrated in Experiment 3, there is an extremely large effect of distractor
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This entire process occuls in parallel, is resource free, and is outside of awareness but it

has no direct impact on behaviour (Duncan & Humphreys' 1989)'

According to Duncan and Humphreys (1989), for a stimulus (a whole structural

unit) to lead to an action, it must first be selected for access to visual short-term memory

(VSTM) for which space is quite limited. Thus, it is proposed that some limited-capacity

processor is involved, within which there is a finite amount of resources that may be

assigned to any structural unit received as an input. A resource is defined as "" 'any

factor competitively distributed among structural units" (Ft' 446)' and may potentially be

the degree of activation that is produced in the brain. The more resources that are

allocated to one structural unit, the faster and more likely it is that it will gain access to

visual short-term memory, and the less likely it is that another structural unit will gain

access. This is because each structural unit is assigned a weight þossibly based on

excitatory and inhibitory inputs) depending on its similarity to a target template (which

couldspecifyonlyoneattributeoracombinationofmanyattributes)andselectionisthe

result of the strength of the matching input to current templates' The nature of this

template must be elaborate enough so that atatget,when present' is likely to gain access'

while non-targets are likely to be excluded. Thus, good matches will increase the weight

while poor matches decrease it (Duncan & Humphreys, 1989). Simply put, resources are

allocated as a result of input-template matching, and selection weights are assigned as the

degree of match is increased'

As the weight of one structural unit increases, the weights of all others change

accordingly (i.e., similar items are allocated a greater weight and dissimilar items are

allocated a lesser weight). Duncan and Humphreys call this proces s weight linknge'
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According to the researchers, a second factor that affects selection weights is spreading

suppression, or the rejection of similarly grouped distractors' Any change in weight for

one input is passed on to others that are of a similar perceptual grouping. So, members of

the same group of distractors tend to be rejected together, whereas separate groups of

distractors must be rejected independently' As a result, increasing target-distractor

similarity is detrimental to search because it fosters competition for access to visual

short-term memory by increasing the fesources (hence the weight) that is assigned to

each distractor, and subsequently decreasing the available resources for the target' In

addition, decreasing distractor-distractor similarity is detrimental because it hinders the

possibility of spreading suppression through weight linkage (Duncan & Humphreys'

1989). A target, when present, is ultimately identified with a positive response when it

enters into visual short-term memory'

In the context of the classic Treisman et al. (1977) experiment, the attentional

engagement theory explains the findings as due to the fact that similarity between the

distractors and the targettemplate was not matched across conditions' In the feature

search condition, each distractor shared no attributes with either target template (pink or

o), but in the conjunction search, the distractors each shared one attribute with the

template (pink O).Thus, the attentional engagement theory predicts best performance for

a condition that includes low target-distractor similarity and high distractor-distractor

similarity (e.g. a red X in blue R and greenP distractors)' Conversely' worst performance

is predicted for a condition that includes high target-distractor similarity and low

distractor-distractor similarity (e.g. a red X arnongred O and greenX distractors)' In

essence, feature and conjunction search are quite similar, but it is the inherent complexity
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in conjunction search (i.e., more resoulces are allocated to distractors because of their

heightened similarity to the target template) that explains the relative diffrcuþ of

conjunction search. In addition, the theory explains the relative irrelevance of display size

on reaction times when target-distractor similarity is low as resulting because the

distractors are attracting no (or very few) resources' Thus, adding additional distractors

does not affect the ability of the target to gain access to VSTM' However' when the

number of items in the visual array is increased, an effect on search time can be noted if

the distractors afe added in such positions as to create new perceptual groups (thereby

decreasing distractor-distractor similarity), but should not affect search time if it is added

toanalreadyexistinggroup(Duncan&Humphreys,l989).BundesenandPedersen

(1983) reported such a finding. They found little effect of adding additional distractors to

already existing groups (approximately 2 ms/item) but a much larger effect was found

when the addition of a new distractor caused an increase in the number of perceptual

groups (approximat ely 12 ms/item)'

According to attentional engagement theory (Duncan & Humphreys' 1989)' when

it comes to negative responses (i.e., a fesponse indicating that a target was not presented)

there are a number of different possibilities, but in general, negative responses should

result in a slower response time than positive responses because usually they are made by

default after comparing each element against atargettemplate. For example, if target and

distractors have an equal (or very similar) access to VSTM, a definite' negative fesponse

will only occur after all disptay elements have passed into (or through) VSTM or have

been rejected by the template (Duncan & Humphreys, 1989)' However, the researchers

also note the possibility that the presence of a target produces an effect so as to alter the
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display as a whole perceptual unit. In this case, the need to compafe each element of the

array with atargettemplate is unnecessary. Instead, the entire display can be compared to

a coffesponding template and a response can be based on the degree of match' In such a

case, negative responses will not take longer because the task has now become a search

for one of two possible properties of the display (i'e', target present or target absent)'

Thus, distractor-distractor homogeneity should produce much faster negative responses

than distractor-distractor heterogeneity (Duncan & Humphreys' 1 989)'

The first four experiments reported by Duncan and Humphreys (1989) concerned

within-object conjunctions. More specifically, they examined the effect of having

distractors consisting of various combinations of the strokes that make up the target letter

(i.e.,LorT).InExperiment5,DuncanandHumphreysexaminedtheeffectsofacross-

object conjunctions in an attempt to challenge feature integration theory's explanation of

the diffrculty of conjunction search. As previously mentioned' it may be that conjunction

search is often more diff,rcult than feature search simply because the target shares more

attributes with the distractors than in feature search. Thus, in feattue search' often a single

attribute of the targetcan be used for identification, whereas in conjunction search the

targettemplate must be more elaborate because each distractor contains one of the two

features that are combined to make up the target (this point was made previously in

response to the results of Experiment 4 in Treisman & Gelade, 1980)' Recall that in

Experiment 4, Treisman and Gelade's (1980) subjects found it easier to find an R in Ps

and Bs than in Ps and Qs. In the first case, the target has a unique diagonal stroke'

whereas in the second case, the target is only unique in its conjunction of strokes' Thus'

in Experiment 5, Duncan and Humphreys modified the letters to reduce target-distractor
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similarity and had their subjects search for either a caret target (an R with the loop

omitted) in l and Q distractors, or an ,R target in P and Q distractors' Search fot the caret

in l and Q distractors is equivalent to search for an R in P and Q distractors with the only

difference being the missing loop from the R and Ps, thus decreasing target-distractor

similarity and subsequently making search for the caret t^fget easier' They found a much

larger effect of display size in the search for an ,R than in the search for the caret (slopes

of 25 ms/item and 3 ms/item respectively for target-present conditions)' Thus' they were

able to make conjunction search (i.e., search fot caret in l and Q distractors) a relatively

easy or a relatively difficult task by manipulating the degree of target-distractor

similarity.

A final addition to the theory, included to explain fuither the difference between

feature and conjunction search, is that the target template need not specify the entire

target shape. Rather, in search for an R in Ps and Bs for example, the diagonal line might

be a suffrcient template. Now, this raises the question as to why the caret was not the

targeftemplate in the search for an R among Ps and Qs. Duncan and Humphreys explain

that the caret isnot a natural divisible part of the letter R. They asked 18 subjects to

divide an,R into its most natural elements, and 15/i8 identified the diagonal stroke as one

of the natural elements of an R, whereas 0i 18 identified the caret' The main point'

however, is that decreasing target-distractor similarity can make even conjunction search

quite easy.

Guided Search

Another search theory that emerged at approximately the same time as Duncan

andHumphreys'(1989)AETiscalledguidedsearch(wolfe,cave&'Franzel'1989)'Itis
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based on the same logical foundation as FIT with regard to the processes involved in

conjoining features during serial search. However, there is a notable difference'

According to Wolfe et al.'s (1989) paradigm, information obtained during the parallel

processing stage can be used by the serial processes to facilitate search (recall that

according to FIT, parallel and serial processes are autonomous)' Thus' during the initial

parallel processing stage, before features are conjoined, separable features are registered

and can actually guide the subsequent serial search. For example, if one were searching

for a target that was a red X,amongst red and green distractors, information from the

paraltel search would allow a guided serial search to only red obiects' Thus' while the

location of the target cannot be determined by parallel search, the location of all red

stimuli will be excited, as will be the location of all xs, and the attentional spotlight can

be directed to these points of excitation. Suppose dly a red X would produce the most

excitation and thus should be attended to relatively quickly (Wolfe et al', 1989), but as

AET predicts, this would be dependent on the similarity of the distractors to the target'

By turning the display in to a series of distractors and target candidates' the theory of

guided search demonstrates how it is not always necessary for a random serial search of

all stimuli (as was predicted by FIT), and it allows for the possibility of conjunction

search at speeds which FIT claims indicate parallel processing (Wolfe et al'' 1989)'

Guided search is very similar to AET in that the similarity between the targets and

the distractors can lead to varying search speeds' This account, howevet' does not take

into consideration the effect of the similarity between distractors and each other on search

times. In addition, FIT predicts that there is an added difficulty presented by the need to
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conjoin features, whereas AET predicts that there is not' Guided search does not make

any specific predictions regarding this aspect of the debate'

While a newer version of the theory, guided search 2.0 (Wotfe ,1994), did provide

a more in-depth version of the theory, it still left some points unanswered' The idea of

distractor-distractor similarity was mentioned, but largely as it applied to feature, not

conjunction search (e.g., p. 232).Inaddition, Wolfe et al' didn't take either side of the

debate regarding the added difficulty of conjunction search (i'e', in the need to form

conjunctions). It was, however, mentioned that target-distractor similarity has an impact

on the steepness of the search slopes (".g., p. 225).Thatis, strong guidance from the

parallel process is suggested to result in more efficient searches and shallower slopes,

whereas when guidance from the parallel process is weak, search becomes more

inefficient and slopes are steeper. But, as previously mentioned, the theory predicts that

the degree of guidance comes from the degree of similarity between the target and the

distractors. Thus, white the theory has dramatically improved since its conception and is

still worth mentioning, it is not necessary to discuss it any further for the purposes of this

thesis because questions that the present study intends to answer focus on aspects of

search theory on which guided search does not make firm predictions (i'e', the

importance of distractor-distractor similarity and the debate surrounding the inherent

difficulty of conj unction search)'

A Tale of Two Theories

Duncan and Humphreys (1989) were not the first, nor were they the only

researchers to find parallel search functions or flat slopes for conjunction search'

Nakayama and Silverman (1986) found very close to parallel search when they paired
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every combination of highly discriminable stimuli including colour' size' spatial

frequency, binocular disparity, and direction of contrast. As reported in Treisman and

Sato (1990), numerous researchers have found flat (or almost flat) slopes for many other

conjunctions including combinations of shape, direction of motion' orientation'latetal

separation, colour, etc. (e.g., Mcleod, Driver & Crisp' 1988; Steinman,1987; V/olfe,

Cave &.Franzel,l989). Some researchers have also reported that with disptay sizes of

fewer than eight items, search is often not serial and self-terminating, but is instead

parallel (Houck & Hoffrnan, 1985; Pashler, 1987)'

The appearance of numerous reports of parallel search for conjunctions were

evidently a stunning blow to FIT, and subsequently prompted a swift response from

Treisman and sato (1990) in its defence. They attempted to explain these all too common

findings that were inconsistent with FIT by testing three possible hypotheses that could

account for the data. The first and simplest explanation proposed by the researchers was

the possibility of spec ializedconjunction detectors that are specifically tuned to respond

to certain combinations of features and function at preattentive levels' This account was

essentially disregarded due to numerous problems based on the data that the researchers

accumulated (see p.474 of Treisman & Sato, 1990 for further explanation)'

Thesecondpossibleaccountforthefindings,calledthesegregationhypothesis,

buitds on an idea first proposed by Egeth, Yitzi,and Garbart (19S4) that attention can be

narrowed by linking one unimportant feature to an entire set of distractors, causing their

exclusion, and allowing for the possibility that a set of distractors may be searched in

parallel. Treisman and sato (1990) suggested that we might see inhibition on a feature

map that codes a relevant distractor feature. They claim that this could lead to decreased
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activity in the rocations of the master map in which that feature currentry exists. Parallel

search of the remaining distractors for the unique feature that the target possesses is then

possible. This explanation is similar to spreading suppression, however the inhibition of

feature maps would occur in parallel, whereas spreading suppression occurs serially

(though it can be extremely effrcient). However, the researchels suspected that this

explanation might not accurately capture the entire picture' They reasoned that since

there was an additive component of the feature effect on conjunction search' this might

suggest that each of the two features is contributing independently to search time' That is'

each feature of the stimuli in the display adds a certain amount of time to the search' thus

increasing the slope (see Experiment 2). For instance, in a display consisting of a fixed

number of items, adding the dimension of size might increase search time by 6'5 ms'

whereas adding the dimension of colour might increase itby 7 '5 ms' Given this finding'

Treisman and Sato reasoned that the inhibition of only one set of distractors doesn't

provide a suffrcient explanation for the increasingly common reports of parallel search

for conjunctions. While inhibiting only one feature map is likely to reduce search time by

a predictable amount, evidence from Experiment 2 suggested that it is unlikely that it

would reduce it by enough to find evidence of parallel search for a conjunction target'

The third possibility, the feature inhibition strategy, is more consistent with the

findingofadditivityofindividualfeatures.Ratherthansimplyhavingreducedactivityon

one feature map, feature inhibition could occur on two or more feature maps' reducing

the activity of all distractors. Treisman and sato describe the extreme instance whereby

all activity of distractors generated in the master map is eliminated, causing the target to
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.pop out, no matter how large the display size. If inhibition does not occur' a serial scan

is then performed through the master map of locations'

Accordingtotheresearchers,inorderforobjectrepresentationscurrentlyinthe

attention window to be formed, a pooled response from each feature map is collected

which represents the activation produced by attended stimuli' It is subsequently evaluated

based on the likelihood that the activation accurately indicates the presence of that

particular feature. Thus, the more instances of a particular feature that are present' the

more likely it is that its presence will be detected. Inhibition occurs not only for the

activation level of the distractor items, but also for the presence of a target that shares

their features (i.e., master-map locations). The more distinctive a target's features are' the

more accurately it will be detected by this pooled fesponse' That is' the less activation of

the target,s feature map that occurs by the distractors features, the more likely it is that

the target will be detected. To begin with, it is obvious that Treisman and Sato have

considered wolfe et al.'s (19S9) theory of guided search, but it is also becoming evident

that the fundamental processes being used to explain FIT are very closely approximating

those that underlie AET.

Thenumberofadjacentelementsthataretakenintotheattentionwindowissaid

to be dependent on the summation of the activation that a particular group might cause'

keeping the level of activation below a certain criterion amount' If a particular group of

distractors contained very strongly inhibited stimuli, then they could be rejected as a

$oup. However, if the distractors wete composed of a very slightly inhibited feature' one

closely resembling that of the target, only one or two at a time would be taken into the

attention window (Treisman & Sato, 1990)'
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Treisman and Sato also used feature inhibition to explain the difficulty of search

for a target which lacks a feature that is present in all of the distractors' If' for example'

we are searching for a circle among distractor circles with a slash through them' search is

relatively more difficult than if we are searching for a circle with an intersecting slash

among circle distractors. The logic used by Treisman and sato is as follows: If we were

toinhibittheslash(afeatureonlypossessedbythedistractors)inthefirstcase'boththe

targetand the distractors would be identical, and thus search would become difficult'

However, if we were to inhibit the circle (a feature possessed by both the distractors and

the target) in the second case, only the slash remains, leaving a clear indication of the

presence ofthe target.

To summar izethemost recent version of FIT, when a'fargetis defined by a single

feature, one which is not shared by any of the distractors, it can be detected by the

presence of activity in a specialized feature map and thus search is parallel and rather

quick. If, however, the distractors share one or more features with the target' or the target

isdefinedbyaconjunctionoffeatures,thedistractorswillactivatethesamefeature

map(s) as the target. In this instance, attention is narrowed to search only a few or even

one item at a time within a master map of locations' Only features currently in the

attended location may be combined to yield a unified object percept and thus search is

normallyserialandself-terminating.Thesizeoftheattentionwindowandtheroleofthe

feature inhibition hypothesis that were described above are the final aspects of the theory'

In addition to responding to the numerous findings of parallel search slopes for

conjunctions, Treisman (1991) also responded directly to Duncan and Humphreys'

(19S9) AET. Treisman sought evidence that conjunction search is not only diffrcult
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because the target resembles each distractor and the distractols are different from each

other, but also because there is an additional difficulty that is created by the need to

conjoin features. In a series of experiments, Treisman attempted to make feature and

conjunction search equivalent by manipulating the target-distractor and distractor-

distractor similarity (in terms of their colour and orientation) in such a way so that the

same target and distractors could be used in both feature and conjunction search and thus

all distractors had to be compared against the same target template (see Treisman' 1991'

or Duncan & Humphr eys,l992for a review). While the precise details of these

experiments are beyond the scope of this thesis, it was clear that if feature and

conjunction search were indeed equated in these experiments, conjunction search did

prove to be more difficult, supporting FIT. Duncan and Humphreys (1992) however,

demonstrated that Treisman's (1991) feature and conjunction search were not identical'

Due to the fact that in feature displays the distractors differed from each other by 0 steps

on one dimension (i.e., they were identical on this dimension) and 4 steps on another

dimension (i.e., they were very different on this dimension), and conjunction displays

distractors differed from each other by 2 steps on each of the two dimensions (i'e', they

were moderately different on both dimensions), feature and conjunction search were in

fact not equated, and target detection in feature displays proved easier than in conjunction

displays. There proved to be an advantage in terms of summed spreading suppression of

distractors in feature displays over conjunction displays. Duncan and Humphreys (1992)

were able to manipulate the stimuli in such a manner as to control both spreading

suppression and input-template matching (the degree of match between the targets and

distractors), and found feature and conjunction search to be equally diff,icult' while it has
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been demonstrated that on a number of levels, FIT and AET are quite similar' there are

still fundamental differences in the two theories' These differences centre on the

processes by which the features of a stimulus are bound' FIT requires that a viewer focus

attention on a specific location to bind features, while AET assumes that features are

bound preattentively. The evidence suggests, howevet, that AET appears to provide a

more compeiling description of the visual search process' Duncan and Humphreys (1989)

were able to demonstrate that a variety of different within- and across-object conjunctions

could be detected preattentively (indicated by parallel search slopes), suggesting that the

feature binding process occurs at the parallel processing stage and does not appear to

require focal attention'

A Note on IIIusorY Coniunctions

Illusory conjunctions present a potential problem for AET' Recall that an illusory

conjunction is an incorrect combination of the features of two or more objects' and they

typically occur when the stimulus presentation is so rapid that focal attention is not

possible. Illusory conjunctions suggest then that since focal attention has been prevented'

the features of the stimuli are not bound, and thus may be incorrectly combined to yield a

perceptual representation of an object that is not actually present' Thus' this phenomenon

provides evidence in support of the requirement of focal attention to bind stimulus

features. Recently, however, there has been a debate as to the mere existence of illusory

conjunctions (for a review, see Donk, |ggg,200l; Prinzmetal, Diedrichsen, & Ivry,

2001). Donk (1ggg,2001) explains that it is not possible to directly observe illusory

conjunctions. Instead, claims of their existence rely on the examination of error rates (i.e.,

the number of feature erïors vs. the number of conjunction errors)' Donk believes that
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this method of comparison does not necessarily provide an accurate indication of the rate

of illusory conjunctions. while a thorough review of the procedures utilized by Donk

(1999) is beyond the scope of this thesis, he essentially was able to demonstrate that

illusory conjunctions are simply the interpretation that is given to the effects of target-

distractor confusion, and guessing effors' rather than a problem with feature binding' For

example, when target-distractor similarity is low, the number of feature errors and the

number of illusory conjunction effors are roughly equal, but when target-distractor

similarity is high, the number of illusory conjunction elrors greatly exceeds the number

of feature efrors (Donk, lggg). Thus, if the target were a red P and the distractors were

similar to the target, perhaps some wefe red and some were Ps' a viewer might perceive

the colour red and subsequently guess that the red P target had also been presented' Donk

notes that the forced target presenlabsent choice, which the viewer must make' is done

after the visual array has been presented and is gone (illusory conjunctions are reported

more consistently when the stimulus presentation is briefl' Wolfe (1994) even discounts

the likeliho od olfree floatingfeatures in his newer version of guided search (2'0)' He

reasons that when a stimulus is removed, our mental representation of it begins to decay'

and that illusory conjunctions may simply be a product of that decay' That is' similar to

the reasoning of Donk (1999), aftet afew moments have passed since the stimuli were

presented, if asked about the presence of a red P,attention may recall the colour red and

the letter P in a similar location, and subsequently constructared P that was never

actually present. This enor, however, is different from an illusory conjunction in that it is

a memory error, not a perceptual one. So, while this debate may continue' there is strong

evidence from numerous Sources (also see Jamieson, Thompson, Cuddy' & Mewhort'
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2003 for an explanation of illusory conjunction errors in audition) suggesting that illusory

conjunctions do not result from imperfect feature binding. Thus, AET appears to be safe

from criticism of this natüe'

AuditorY Search

Now, the challenge for auditory researchers has been to examine what we have

leamed about the visual search process and determine whether it applies to the area of

auditory cognition. Only a handful of studies have tested these theories in audition'

presumably because of the diffrculty that auditory researchers face in finding stimuli that

can be manipulated on as many levels as in vision' One can make subtle yet noticeable

changes in the colour, orientation, shape, or size ofa visually perceived object' yet these

manipulations are somewhat different when working with sounds' The features that

auditory researchers tend to examine are the pitch, duration, location, timbre, and

intensity.

Audit orY S el e c t iv e At t ent i o n

Some of the earliest research on auditory selective attention (i'e'' focusing on one

of several simultaneously presented stimuli) was performed by Cheny (1953)' He had

participants perform a dichotic listening task whereby listeners paid attention to input

entering one eaf and ignored input entering the other ear (voluntary gUidance of

attention). He found that listeners could shadow (repeat atoud) information presented to

the attended ear while ignoring information presented to the unattended ear (i'e'' they

could choose which message to shadow). Spieth, Curtis, and Webster (1954) found that

listeners were quite good at answering a question posed by the speaker of a message in an
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attended ear while they ignored a message presented to the unattended ear (i'e'' they

could spatially separate the two messages)'

Research in auditory selective attention has since come a long way. It has been

demonstrated in numerous studies that auditory attention can be guided both voluntarily

and involuntarily, and that identification of an auditory target can be influenced by

advance information that provides a cue about either the location or the frequency of a

target sound (e.g., Mondor & Bregm an, 1994;Mondor &' zatorce,1995)' Performance in

these studies was improved if the cue provided accurate information about the probable

location or frequency of the target relative to trials when the cues did not provide

accurate information regarding the target. The target in these experiments was always

defined by a feature other than that which defined the cue (e.g., duration)' V/ith these

findings in mind, the question may now be raised as to whether or not the selection of

auditory attention can be guided independently via location and frequency channels'

More specifically, are the dimensions of location and frequency separable or integral?

Mondor,Zatone,andTerrio(1998)soughttoinvestigatethisissue.Intheirarticle,they

noted that Woods, Alho, and Algazi (1994) found evidence that the conjunction of

location and frequency information actually occurs before the independent analysis of

these features is complete. Thus, it is quite possible that, because these features are

conjoined so quickly that attention is focused on a particular feature (e'g', location)' then

attention may be subsequently directed to the other feature as well (e'g'' frequency)' To

testthistheory,Mondoretal.(1998)ranaseriesofexperimentsinwhichperformanceon

a listening task was shown to depend on both frequency and location information' even if

one of the features was unimportant to the goal of the task. Experiment 1 was designed to
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test whether location and frequency are separable or integral dimensions' On each trial'

listeners were required to decide whether a pure tone came from either a central or a

peripheral location (locations could be either 15o apart on the more difficult condition or

45o aparton the less difficult condition), or whether the tone was either a high or a low

frequency (frequencies could differ by either 35 or 50 Hzinthe more diffrcult condition

or 447 or 412H2 on the less difficult condition)' Performance was tested with either no

variation on the irrelevant dimension (control condition) or uncorrelated variation on the

irrelevant dimension (i.e., variation on the uninformative dimension was independent of

variation on the informative dimension). That is, in the control conditions listeners were

required to categorize tones according to either pitch or location' while the other

dimension was held constant. In the experimental conditions listeners were required to

make the same judgements, but the inelevant dimension varied in either frequency or

location. The logic was that a listener can allocate attention individually to separable

dimensions, but integral dimensions cannot be attended independently (see Garner' 1970'

1974, |g87)' In Experiment 1, subjects were unable to ignore the variation on the

uninformative dimension while making decisions about the tone based on the important

dimension. Thus, the results indicate that, since subjects could not selectively attend to

one dimension while ignoring a second dimension, the dimensions of location and

frequencyappeaftobeintegral.similarresultsbyMelaraandMarks(1990)

demonshated that pitch, timbre, and loudness all appear to be integral as well' As

listeners, \ile appear to attend to sound streams rather than attending to the location'

frequency, etc. of sounds independently. However, Mondot, zatorce'and Terrio (1998)

reviewed a theory proposed by Kubovy (1981), which suggested that' just as location and
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timeappearstoplayadominantroleinguidingvisualattention,somightfrequencyplay

such a role in audition. Kubovy explained that if, for example, two sounds are presented

at the same time and in the same location, thus differing only in frequency' then they will

be perceived as separate events. The same perception results if two sounds are of the

same frequency and are presented in the same location, but differ only in time' However'

if two sounds are of the same frequency and are presented simultaneously' differing only

in location, then they will be perceived as a single auditory event' the origin of which is

estimated somewhere in the middle'

Inatwo-partexperiment,Mondoretal.(1998)soughttodeterminewhetheror

not attention could be guided independently by location and frequency' They reasoned

that iflocation and frequency could be attended to separately, then a cue on an

uninformative dimension would not have a negative effect on performance on atatget

identification task. The participants in their experiments were required to judge which of

two targets, distinguishable by rise time (the speed at which maximal amplitude is

reached), was presented on a given trial. Each trial involved the presentation of a cue

followed by atarget.In Experim ent2|the rise times of the cues wefe constant whereas

in Experiment 28 the rise times of the cues was varied randomly at 5' 15' 25'35' ot 45

ms to ensure that the cue could not be used as a standard against which to compare the

target. Both frequency and location dominance conditions were tested wherein the cue

and the target were identical on one dimension and different on the other' The results

demonstrated that participants were faster at responding when the cue and the target were

similar on the uninformative dimension, thus it would appear that listeners could not

gUide selection by location and frequency independently, but rather the two dimensions
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are integral with respect to selective attention (i'e', selection requires attending to both

dimensions). Mondor et al. (1998) drew a comparison between their results and AET'

Theyproposedthatinacue-targetparadigm,suchastheonesjustdescribed,an

attentional template that includes both location and frequency information (because of the

finding that attention cannot be guided independently via either channel) may be

determined automatically by the cue in a bottom-up manner'

Woods,AlainandOgawa(1998)reportedevidencethatalistener'sabilityto

detect atargetdefined by a conjunction of frequency and location was affected by

frequency information but not location information provided by the preceding tone'

Participants responded more slowly when the frequency of the sound preceding the target

and the target were identical than when they were different' This result differs from the

findings of Experiments 2A and,Z}in Mondor et at. (1998) in which a match in

frequency between the cue and target facilitated target identification' It also diflers from

Mondor et al.'s (1998) suggestion that an attentional template for the selection of sounds

includes information regarding both location and frequency' Woods et al''s (1998)

findings leave room for speculation that if a target were imbedded in a series of distractor

sounds, target-distractor similarity in terms of location is unimportant' or perhaps less

important than frequency. Thus in Experiment 3, Mondor et al' examined whether

detection of a target embedded within a series of distractors is dependent on the similarity

of the target to the distractors with respect to both frequency and location information'

Listeners were presented with atargetdefined by both frequency and location (right

location and 1000 Hz) in a series of 24 pvetones. The distractors were varied across four

conditions with respect to their simitarity to the target sound (either different location-
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different frequency, different location-similar frequency, similar location-different

frequency, or similar location-similar frequency)' Distractors were presented from the left

in the different location conditions and from the right in the similar location conditions'

Distractors were 418, 440,464,and 488 Hzinthe different frequency conditions and

were734,773,g]Is,and g57 Hz inthe similar frequency conditions. Speakers were

positioned at 30o Ieft and right of the individuar. The resurts indicated that target detection

was dependent on target-distractor similarity. Participants were fastest when target-

distractor similarity was low and srowest when target-distractor similarity was high. In

addition, the interaction between frequency similarity and location similarity was

signif,rcant. Reaction time was substantially affected by both frequency and location

similarity, and thus did not depend on only one feature' This finding provided evidence

that both frequency and location are important in defining the attentional template in

auditory search, but the results of this study do not indicate whether an advantage exists

for frequency or location information'

A number of researchers, however, have made claims as to an advantage that

frequency or location may have in guiding auditory selective attention' For example'

Nåiätänen, Porkka, Merisalo, and Ahtola (1930) found evidence that if they presented

listenerswithatargettonethatcouldbedistinguishedbyeithertheearofdeliveryorby

frequency, people were faster at identifying targets defined by ear of delivery' This

findingwouldsuggestthatduringauditoryselectiveattention,locationhasaninherent

advantage. However,'woods, Alain, Diaz, Rhodes and ogawa (2001) claimed that

frequency is more important than location in guiding auditory attention' In Experiment

lA and lB of their study, they had their participants listen for a target sound within
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lengthy, rapid, irregular sequences (3.5 min.) of more than 500 pure tones' The distractor

sounds were one of two potential frequencies (250 or 1500 Hz) in the frequency

condition and one of two potential locations (left or right ear in Experiment 1A and 90o

azimuth left or right in Experiment 1B) in the location condition' The target sounds'

which occurred randomly during the sequence, were one of the potential frequencies of

the distractors (i.e., either 250 or 1500 Hz, but never the same frequency as the

distractors) during frequency conditions and one of the potential locations of the

distractors (i.e., either left or right ear or 90o azimuth left or right' but never the same

location as the distractors) during location conditions' A conjunction condition was also

tested in which targets were a specif,rc frequency from a specific location' They found

that significantly less time was needed to detect targets that were defined by frequency

than by location, and concluded that frequency is the primary feature through which

information about auditory objects is conveyed' Woods et al' even proposed a frequency-

based feature integration theory to account for their findings (FB-FIT)' According to FB-

FIT, auditory features remain unbound until focal attention is directed to the frequency of

the stimulus.

The report by woods et al. is inconsistent with that of Mondor 'zatone' 
and

Terrio (1998) who found that frequency and location are integral dimensions. In addition,

there were numerous problems with the conclusions reached by woods et al' (2001; as

reported in Mondor, Giamtzzi,& Thorne, 2003). It is possible that performance was

determined by the relative ease or difficutty of distinguishing the altemative frequencies

and locations used. According to woods et al., the psychological difference (measured in

just noticeable differences or jnds) between the frequencies used was 400 jnds whereas
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the psychological difference between the locations used was only 40 jnds' Thus' it is

obvious that the frequencies may have simpty been easier to discriminate than were the

locations.

In addition, in Experim ent 4,Woods et al. (2001) found a 'conjunction benefit" in

which participants had an easier time detecting targets defined by a conjunction of

frequency and location than targets defined by location alone' This result is quite

unexpected considering that feature integration theory (Treisman & Gelade' 1980)'

attentional engagement theory (Duncan & Humphreys, 1989), and the guided search

model (wolfe et al., 1989) alt predict a more difficutt time, in general' when detecting

targets defined by a conjunction of features. Mondor,Giartrnzzi' and Thome (2003)

sought to address the problematic conclusions proposed by Woods and colleagues and

demonstrate that the acoustic feature most useful in guiding auditory attention is the one

thatpermitstheeasiestdiscriminationofthetargetsoundfromthedistractorsounds(as

predicted by attentional engagement theory). Each of their experiments consisted of 140

trials of rapid sequences each made up of 24pure tones' The target was defined by a

specific frequency, location, or combination of both, in addition to the presence of either

a silent gap or a slow rise time to achieve a discriminable target' In Experiment 1'

Mondor et al. equated the psychological difference between frequencies and locations'

They reasoned that performance might be equal in frequency and location conditions if

they equated the difficulty that listeners had in discriminating target sounds from

distractors(measuredinjnds).Theresultsactuallydemonstratedthatwhenjndswere

equated for both features, it was location, not frequency that had an advantage'

Experiment 2 wasbased upon information gained from preliminary research whereby
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location and frequency wele equated in terms of the speed and accuracy with which

listeners were able to detect these features. It was determined that frequencies of 350 Hz

andt36THzaredetectedasquicklyandaccuratelyaslocationsof45oleftand45"right.

The logic behind this experiment was that if these features were indeed equated as to

their difficulty in discriminability, then the accuracy of target detection in both of the

feature conditions shourd be equivarent. The resurts demonstrated that this was indeed the

case. Experiment 3 used frequencies that were much easier to discriminate than the

locations used. In this instance the results were similar to the v/oods et al' (2001)

experiment in that performance was better in the frequency condition due to the

discriminability advantage that was created. Experiment 4 tested to see whether a

frequency advantage was present when sequences were rapid and inegular (as in

Experiment 3 where the stimulus onset asynchrony, or soA, varied from 150-450 ms) as

opposed to a regular sequence (as in Experiments 1 and 2 where the SoA was 300 ms)'

These were the SoAs used in the woods et al. (2001) study. No such advantage was

evident in Mondor et al''s results'

Thus, Mondor et al. (2003) determined that neither the frequency nor the location

of a target is more important in guiding auditory attention per se' contradicting the

predictions of a frequency-based FIT (Woods et al', 2001)' Instead' they found that the

acousticfeaturemostusefulinguidingauditoryattentionwastheonethatallowedforthe

easiest discrimination between the target sound and the distractor sounds (in line with the

predictions of attentional engagement theory)' In addition, Mondor et al' never found a

significant difference between the more difficult feature condition and the conjunction

condition. This finding contradicts the predictions of FIT, for' according to the theory' a
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targetdef,ined by a single feature should be detected better than a target defined by a

conjunction of features (Treisman & Gormician, 1988)' This may be an indication that

focal attention is not required to form conjunctions in audition' The Mondor et al'

experiments, however, only examined target-distractor similarity (i'e'' the

discriminabilitybetweenthetargetsoundandthedistractorsounds).Thisleavesroomfor

investigation into the effects of manipulating the similarity between the distractor sounds

and each other.

ExPeriment I

Experiment 1 of the present study was intended to examine attentional search in

audition, focusing specifically on the effects of target-distractor similarity and of

distractor-distractor similarity' A similar task and methodology as that used by Mondor et

al. (1998) was adopted for this experiment'

Thoughboth.target-absent,and.target-foil'trialswereusedtoensurethat

participants were able to accurately identify the target, the participants' accuracy on

.target-present' trials was of the most interest for this study' It was anticipated that the

participants would have the most difficulty (lowest accuracy) when target-distractor

similaritywashighanddistractor-distractorsimilaritywaslow,becausethedistractors

werequitesimilartothetargettemplateandquitedissimilarfromeachother.According

toAET,thisfactorshouldmakethetaskofrejectingdistractors(andthusdetectingthe

target)quitediff,rcultfortworeasons.First,theweightthateachdistractorisgiven(due

to it,s similarity to the target template) is similar to the weight given to the target' thus

makingrejectionofdistractorsdiff,rcult.Second,itisunlikelythatspreadingsuppression

(the quick rejection of previously rejected distractors) will occur because most of the
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distractors that occur sequentially are dissimilar. Thus, a previously rejected distractor is

less likely to be similar to a subsequent sound, making a weight linkage (and thus quick

rejection) less likelY.

It was anticipated that the participants would have the easiest time discriminating

the target when target-distractor similarity was low and distractor-distractor similarity

was high, because the distractors were not very similar to the tatgettemplate (and thus

shouldn't carry much weight) and spreading suppression should occur between similar

distractor sounds. That is, the weight of a previously rejected distractor is more likely to

be linked to the weight of a subsequent sound, leading to significantly faster rejection of

the subsequent distractor sound. It is proposed that perhaps in audition' this process is

carried out by a preattentive grouping mechanism that tags sounds with respect to their

probable membership in an existing sound stream (Mondor & Terrio' 1998)' A further

discussion of this theory will follow in the General Discussion section'

AccordingtoAET,ifbothtarget-distractorsimilarityanddistractor-distractor

similarity are low, it should be slightly more diff,rcult to detect the target than if target-

distractor simitarity is low and distractor-distractor similarity is high- In the former

situation, the distractors are dissimilar to the target and thus will not be assigned much

weight. However, spreading suppression between the distractors is unlikely to occur

because it is less likety for the distractors to share the same weight' due to their

dissimilarities. It follows that when both target-distractor similarity and distractor-

distractor similarity are high, target detection should be more accurate than when target-

distractor simitarity is high and distractor-distractor similarity is low (due to spreading

suppression of similar distractors). However, we should see less accurate performance
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than if both target-distractor similarity and distractor-distractor similarity are low

(because the weight assigned to each distractor will be greater' due to their similarity to

the target temPlate).

In a visual search task, both AET and FIT predict that target detection will

become more diffrcult as target-distractor similarity is increased and distractor-distractor

similarity is decreased. While the predictions of AET appear to be applicable in an

auditory search task, the predictions of FIT for this experiment may not' and will be

discussed in the Results and Discussion sections of the paper.

Method

ParticiPants

Fifty undergraduate psychology students volunteered to participate in Experiment

1 in exchange for course credit. None of them reported any corrected or unconected

hearing impairment. The listeners were randomly assigned to participate in one of four

possible conditions defined by the similarity of the target to the distractors and by the

similarity of the distractors to one another'

Materials

Sounds.Puretonesof250,810,900,1000,1100,1210,and4000Hz,each100

ms in duration, were synthesized at a sampling rate of 44,100 Hz using the cool Edit

software system (syntritlium software corporation ,lg99)' All target and distractor

sounds had onset and offset amptitude ramps to ensure that there wefe no onset- or offset-

clicks. The target sound had 95 ms onset-ramp and a 3 ms offset-ramp' Half of the

distractor sounds had 3 ms onset-ramps and half had 95 ms onset-ramps, and all had 3 ms

offset amplitude ramps.
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computer and sound system. Theexperiment was controlled by a Dell Dimension

L800R Pentium III computer running the E-studio Software system (Psychology

softwa¡e Tools Inc., 1999). Sounds were presented from Polk Audio R15 speakers' A

custom-made device was used to control the speaker from which a sound was presented'

Design and Procedure

Before the experiment was conducted, the participants were required to complete

20 famlliarizaíorttrials in which they had to differentiate between the 1000 Hz target and

the 1000 Hztarget-foil to ensure that they were able to discriminate between them' They

were presented with a single sound on each of these trials' They were required to make a

keypress response of'1' for target and '0' for target-foil on a computer keyboard' A

minimum of llo/oaccuracy on these familiarization trials was required to continue the

experiment. Two subjects were not permitted to continue to the actual experiment

because they did not meet this minimum accuracy requirement on these familiarization

trials.

Theactualexperimentconsistedof24practicetrialsinwhichaccuracyfeedback

was provided to the listener, and 120 experimental trials with no feedback' All practice

and experimental trials consisted of 24 pt'netones presented in a rapid' irregular

sequence. The time between the onsets of consecutive sounds (or stimulus onset

asynchrony, soA) varied randomly between 150 and 450 ms' This interval is similar to

thatusedbyMondoretat.(2003)andbyWoodsetal.(2001).Participantswererequired

to listen to the entire sequence and then to respond to a visually presented question asking

whether the target had been presented. The target sound, defined by a95 ms onset

amplitude ramp (slow rise time), was presented on 50% of trials, always came from a
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speaker positioned at 0o azimuth, and was always 1000 Hz' OnZSYo of the trials' a 1000

Hz sound with a 3 ms onset amplitude ramp was presented in a randomly determined

position (target-foil). The target-foil was used to ensure that the listeners were not simply

responding to any sound from the 0o speaker. on the remaining 25o/o ortrials no sound

was presented from the 0o azimuth speaker. when presented' that target could occur in

the 6ú, 8ú, 10û, 12ú,14ú,16th, or 18ú temporal position, the precise position varied

randomly from trial to trial. Participants were required to press '1' on a keyboard if they

hadheardthetargetand.0,iftheyhadnot.Thecomputerrecordedtheparticipant's

accuracy in making the judgement. Distractor sounds came from different locations than

thetarget.Thepositionsandfrequenciesofthedistractorsoundsvariedacrossconditions.

However, half of the distractor sounds had 3 ms onset-ramps and half had 95 ms onset-

ramps to ensure that rise time was not the defining feature of the target'

Target detection was studied in four separate conditions' In the 'low target-

distractor similarity and low distractor-distractor similarity condition' (Low T-D/Low D-

D) the target differed substantially from the distractors and the distractors differed

substantially from one another. Distractor sounds were presented from 45'azimuth left

andrightandwerepuretonesof250Hzand4000Hz(thelocationandfrequencyofeach

distractorsoundwasrandomlydeterminedbythecomputerprogram).

In the 'low target-distractor similarity and high distractor-distractor similarity

condition,(LowT-D/HighD-D),whereasthetargetdifferedsubstantiailyfromthe

distractors, the distractors were similar to one another' Experiment 1 from Duncan and

Humphreys (1989) provided evidence that increasing or decreasing distractor-distractor

similarityhaslittleimpactonsearchperformancewhentarget-distractorsimilarityislow.
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Duncan and Humphreys argued that this is the case because the distractors attract very

few resources, leaving sufficient resources for quick target detection' Thus' to test this

possibility in different blocks of trials the distractors were identical in location and

frequency. There were four blocks of trials, each defined by the location and frequency of

the distractors (45" left & 250 H2,45" right &' 250 Hz, 45" lefr' &' 4000 Hz' and 45' right

& 4000 Hz). Different subjects were randomly assigned to each of the four blocks of

trials.

In the .high target-distractor similarity and low distractor-distractor similarity

condition'(HighT-D/LowD-D),whereasthetargetwassimilartothedistractors'the

distractors were quite different from one another. In different blocks of trials, distractors

were presented from either 15o left and 45o right or 15" right and 45o left' and were pure

tones of either 900 Hzand,4000 Hz or 1100 Hzandz'}Hz' Once again'

counterbalancing produced four possible sub-conditions comprised of all possible

combinations of the potential frequencies and locations' Different subjects were

randomly assigned to each of the blocks of trials'

Finally, in the 'high target-distractor similarity and high distractor-distractor

similarity condition' (High T-D/High D-D), the target was similar to the distractors and

the distractors \¡¿eIe similar to one another. Distractors were presented from 15' left and

15" right. In different blocks of trials, the distractors were pure tones of either 810 Hz and

900 Hz or 1 100 Hz and.12t0 Hz.Once again, different groups of subjects were randomly

assigned to each of the blocks of trials'
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Results

A detailed summary of performance in Experiment 1 is provided Table 1 and in

Figure 1. A two-way between-subjects ANOVA (Target-Distractor similarity [high'

low], Distractor-Distractor Similarity [high, low]) was performed using the proportion of

coüect responses on target-present trials as the dependent variable' This analysis revealed

a significant main effect of target-distractor similarity, F (l , 44) : 27 .44,p < '001 , and of

distractor-distractor similarity, F (1, 44) : 4 '07 , p < '05' There was no significant

interaction, F < l.As predicted, better performance was found in the two conditions with

low target-distractor similarity than in the two conditions with high target-distractor

similarity. In addition, in each of the two sets of conditions with the same target-

distractor similarity, better performance was found when distractor-distractor similarity

was high than when it was low'

False Alarms

An examination of false alarms also revealed some interesting results' A summary

of false alarms based on trials on which the target was absent (target-absent trials) or on

the trials on which the 1000 Hz non-target sound was presented from the 0o (centre)

speaker (target-foit trials) is also provided in Table 1. A two-way between-subjects

ANOVAonproportioncorrectfortarget-absenttrialsrevealedasignificantmaineffect

oftarget-distractorsimilarity, F(1,44):21.52,p<.00l.Therewasnosignificantmain

effect of distractor-distractor similarity, F < l,nor was there a significant interaction, F <

1. This pattern of results suggests that listeners perceived a target being present more

often in High T-D similarity conditions than in Low T-D conditions' a result that would

likely be anticipated by both AET and FIT. However, neither Duncan and Humphreys
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(1989), nor Treisman and Gelade (19S0) made any specific predictions regarding tatget-

absent trials because they were mainly concerned with reaction times on trials consisting

of entire visual affays, which often could be viewed for as long as necessary to make a

response, so effoIS were rare. This experiment involved serial presentation of sounds'

thus failing to detect atatgetsound, or confusing a distractor sound with the target is

more likely. There were no significant differences in false alarm rates as a function of

distractor-distractor similarity. This finding is somewhat surprising, for it might be

anticipated that when distractors are mole dissimilar, it would be easier to confuse one of

them with the target, whereas when they are more similar, confusion would be less likely

due to weight tinkage and spreading suppression occurring between similar distractor

sounds, if these factors do indeed exist in auditory search'

Atwo-waybetween-subjectsANOVAontarget-foiltrialsrevealedthattherewas

a significant main effect of target-distractor similarity, F (1,44): 60'39' P < '001' but on

these triars, there was a significant main effect of distractor-distractor similarity, F (1,44)

: 4.79, p> '05. There was no significant interaction ' 
F < l'

Though the finding of no significant main effect of distractor-distractor similarity

on target-absent trials is somewhat surprising, the answer may lie in the degree of target-

distractor similarity used in this experiment' Listeners may not have needed to rely as

much on spreading suppression on target-absent trials to detect the absence of a target

because the average target-distractor similarity across all conditions was not incredibly

high in this experiment. Instead, listeners could potentially have relied on the input-

template matching process to conclude that no target was presented on target-absent

trials.Thoughspreadingsuppressionbetweensimilardistractorswouldstilloccuron
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target-absent trials, it would be of less use with a lower target-distractor similarity' That

is, the grouping of similar distractors is less important in determining that no target was

presented when, in general, target-distractor similarity is relatively low' If' however' the

avefagetarget-distractor similarity were higher across all conditions on this experiment'

then the effects of distractor-distractor similarity on target-absent trials might have

become an increasingly important factor. Further explanation of these findings will

follow in the Discussion section of ExperimentZ'

Signal Detection AnalYses

Signal detection analysis was also used to evaluate performance' d' andp were

calculated separately using false alarm rates based on both target-absent trials and on

target-foil trials (see Table 1). When target-absent false positive error rates were used in

the calculat ion of d',a two-way between-subjects ANOVA revealed that both the main

effects of target-distractor similarity, F (1,44): 48.5,p < .001, and of distractor-

distractor similarity' F (l' 44): 4'04' p< '05' were significant' The interaction was not

significant, F < 1. Similarly, when target-foii false alarm rates were used in the

calculation of d., both the main effects of target-distractor similarity, F (1, 44): 59.25, p

< .001, and of distractor-distractor similar tty, F (1,44): 8.69, p: '005, were significant'

The interaction was not signific anf, F < l. d' is a measure of sensitivity which is

uninfluenced by response bias on the part of the listeners who may have unconsciously

used a cost-benefit analysis to respond in a particular way' That is' it is an analysis that

controls for the possibility that the respondents may have had a tendency to either

indicate that the target was present or absent. Had this analysis revealed non-significant

main effects, there would be reason to question the interpretation of the original
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ANOVA, however, this was not the case. Thus, this d'analysis reinforces the original

interpretation.

SeparateANoVAsrevealedthatB,calculatedusingeithertarget-absentortarget-

foil error rates, did not vary significantly across conditions (p > '05 in all cases)' This

result indicates that there was not a tendency to respond differentry (i.e., to indicate that

the target was present or absent) across conditions' Using false alarms from target-absent

trials, the mean B valuewas 2.16. This would indicate a tendency for the listeners to

respond that the target was not present. Whenp was calculated using false alarms from

target-foil trials, the mean B value was 0.95, which indicates that there was practically no

response bias on the part of the listeners'
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Tablel: Performance for each condition in Experiment 1 is described in terms of

proportion correct on target-present, target-absent, and target-foil trials' d' and p wete

calculated using false alarms from both target-absent and from target-foil trials' standard

errors for each measure are given in parentheses'

Target-
Present

Target-
Absent

Target-
Foil

d'
(Target-

p
(Target-

d'
(Target-

p
(Target-

Foil)Absent Absent Foil

Low T-D
Low D-D

Low T-T
High D-D

High T-D
Low D-D

High T-D
High D-D

.941
(.018)

.989
(.004)

.166
(.04s)

.842
(.037)

.993
(.004)

1.00
(.ooo)

.780
(.070)

.798
(.0s6)

.925
(.01s)

.980
(.00e)

.608
(.047)

.717
(.05s)

4.04
(.170)

4.50
(.ose)

2.02
(.380)

2.67
(.3se)

3.20
(.813)

1.55
(.20e)

2.r8
(.486)

1.7r
(.ss8)

3.27
(.266)

4.25
(.134)

t.22
(.300)

r.92
(.382)

0.88
(.r56)

1.13

(.238)

0.80
(.10e)

0.98
(.220)
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Figurel. Mean proportion correct for target-present trials of Experiment 1 as a function

of condition.
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It is clear that both target-distractor and distractor-distractor similarity play an

important role in a listener's abitity to detect atatget'Upon examination of both Table 1

and Figure 1, it would appeæ that the more important factor is target-distractor similarity'

as listeners in the two conditions with Low T-D similarity performed significantly better

than listeners in the two High T-D similarity conditions (see Figure 1). However,

distractor-distractor similarity also appears to play an important role as well' for whether

T-D similarity was high or low, listenels were better on conditions with high D-D than on

conditions with low D-D similarity, respectively' A calculation of the effect size on

target-present trials confirmed this observation. It revealed that38'4o/o of the variability in

accuracy was accounted for by target-distractor similarity, 42: '384,while 8'4% of the

variability in accuracy was accounted for by distractor-distractor similarity' 4': '084'

Almost none of the variability in accuracy was accounted for by the interaction' ry2:

.004.

Discussion

All of the predictions of Experiment 1 were confirmed' It appears that in audition'

as in vision, both target-distractor similarity and distractor-distractor similarity play a role

in target detection. These results are, of course' consistent with AET (Duncan &

Humphreys, 1989; lgg2).Both input-template matching and quick rejection due to

spreading suppression could potentially affect our ability to perform an auditory search

task. When we ale listening for the presence of a target embedded in a stream of sounds'

it appears that we may be comparing each sound to a template or representation of the

targefthat is stored in memory (see Mondo r,Zatorre,& Terrio, 1998' for a discussion)' If

the sounds encountered are similar to the target, then as suggested by AET' they may be
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assigned a high weight and be more difficult to reject' In contrast' sounds that are very

different from the target would be assigned a low weight and would be easier to reject'

This interpretation is consistent with the pattern of results obtained in Experiment 1 in

thatparticipantsperformedsignificantlybetterontrialswithlowT-Dsimilaritythanon

trials with high T-D similaritY'

AversionofspreadingsuppressioncanbeadaptedfromAETtohelpexplainthe

findingthat,whileholdingT-Dsimilarityconstant,listenersweremoleaccurateontrials

with high D-D similarity than they were on trials with low D-D similarity' According to

AET, each input is given a weight based on its similarity to the target template' As

suggestedbyDuncan&Humphreys(1998),thisweightcouldperhapsbebasedonan

excitatory or inhibitory input produced by the sound' If two of more sequential distractor

sounds carry the same oI a similar weight, then the first sound would be analyzed and

rejected based on its weight. The subsequent sound, which would carry asimilar weight

to the previous one, could be quickly rejected due to a process similar to spreading

suppression (because of weight linkage). Perhaps in audition, this process is carried out

by a preattentive grouping mechanism that operates at this stage to tag sounds with

respect to their probable membership in an existing sound stream (Mondor & Terrio'

1998). This extension of AET could explain the effects of both target-distractor and

distractor-distractor similarity on auditory search observed in this experiment' Further

explanation of this theory as it pertains to the results is provided in the General

Discussion section of this Paper'

Feature integration theory (Treisman, 1991; Treisman & Gelade' i980) also

appears to be consistent with the effects of target-distractor similarity apparent in
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Experiment 1. According to a modified version of FIT, presentation of each sound in a

sequence should activate a location and a frequency on a master map that contains the

specific features of the target. If the target features are not activated (as in the low T-D

conditions), then a quick rejection of that sound is likely to occur' If one of the target

features were activated (as in the high T-D conditions), then supposedly, focal attention

would be necessary to conjoin all of the remaining features of the sound before a

targeldistractor distinction could be made. Thus, it could be predicted that listeners

would be less accurate in conditions with high target-distractor similarity than in

conditions with low target-distractor similarity, because when target-distractor similarity

is high, FIT would predict there to be more sounds that activate the target features' which

require focal attention to be conjoined. Thus, when target-distractor similarity is high'

thisprocesswouldtakelongeranderrorswouldbemorelikely.

Itappears,howevet,thatFlTmaybeinconsistentwiththeeffectsofdistractor-

distractor similarity obtained in this experiment. According to FIT (Treisman & sato'

1990), high distractor-distractor similarity may assist in limiting the serial search that

follows the initial parallel processing. More specifically, spatial locations that do not

contain target features can be ignored in the initial parallel stage ofprocessing' leaving

only locations that contain potential targets to be searched serially' However' when

sounds are presented sequentially (i.e., serially), there can be no such restriction of the

search to sounds likely to be the target because it is impossible for a listener to

predetermine precise frequency and location of an upcoming sound' Without the entire

set of stimuli being presented at the onset of the search pfocess' this exptanation falls

short. Thus, it appears reasonable to assume that the current version of FIT would predict
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no effect of distractor-distractor similarity on search. This, of coutse, is inconsistent with

the results of Experiment l. All in all it appeafs that AET provides a better account of

performance in Experiment I than does FIT'

ExPeriment 2

In Experiment I it was determined that both target-distractor similarity and

distractor-distractor similarity play an important role in the auditory search process'

Another aspect of the listening situation that could potentially affect search performance

is the existence of multiple targets. Attentional engagement theory predicts a detrimental

effect of having multiple targets, due both to the increase in the memory load' and to the

increase in the complexity of the attentional template. Further, it stands to reason that as

the heterogeneity of the targets increases, the complexity of the template required to

distinguish them from the distractor sounds should increase as well' In addition' if as

AET suggests, the seiection weight for each distractor is determined by its shared

attributes with a target template, then as the number of attributes specified by the

template is increased, it follows that the average distractor will likely share more

attributes with the target, thus making search less efficient (Duncan & Humphreys'

1989). This hypothesis was tested in the present experiment using a procedure similar to

that used in the previous experiment. However, rather than having listeners detect the

presence of one potential target, they were required to detect the presence of either of two

potential targets. Thus, in Experiment 2 the effect of target-target similarity was

manipulated to determine whether a reduction in target-target similarity (i'e''

necessitating a more elaborate or complex target template) will have a negative effect on

performance of a targetdetection task, and whether there is an additional effect of
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decreasing distractor-distractor similarity. Overall, target-distractor similarity was held

constant across all conditions of this experiment.

As in the previous experiment, participants' accuracy on 'target-present' trials

was of the most interest for this study. It was predicted that performance in the two

conditions in which target-target simitarity was high (High T-T/High D-D and High T-

T/Low D-D) should be fairly accurate because the two potential targets were quite

similar. There should, however, be a difference between these two conditions because of

the effect of distractor-distractor similarity. In Experiment 1 it was determined that

performance is best when distractor-distractor similarity is high. Thus, performance in the

High T-T/High D-D condition should be significantly better than in the High T-T/Low D-

D condition due to the effects of decreasing distractor-distractor similarity.

It was also anticipated that performance in the two Low T-T similarity conditions

should be worse than in the two High T-T similarity conditions because the decrease in

target-target similarity should cause the need for a more elaborate or complex target

template. This prediction is based on the assumption that more time is required to

determine whether a sound matches a more elaborate template, and that this translates

into an elevated error rate.

Finally, performance in the Low T-T/FIigh D-D condition was predicted to be

significantly better than in the Low T-T/Low D-D condition due to the negative

consequences of decreasing distractor-distractor similarity that were apparent in

Experiment 1.

The previous explanations of the anticipated findings are all based on an

interpretation of AET (Duncan & Humphreys, 1989). Although, to my knowledge, these
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issues have not been addressed by FIT, an attempt to relate the obtained results of FIT

will be undertaken in the Discussion section of this experiment.

Method

Participants

Forty-two undergraduate psychology students participated in this experiment in

exchange for course credit. None ofthem reported any corrected or uncorrected hearing

impairment. The participants were randomly assigned to one of four possible conditions

defined by the similarity of the two potential targets, and the similarity of the distractors

to one another.

Materials

Sounds. Pure tones of 700, 900, 1000, 1200, 1300 Hz, each 100 ms long, were

synthesized at a sampling rate of 44,100 Hz using the Adobe Audition Software System

(Adobe Systems Incorporated, 2005). All other details of sound synthesis were the same

as in Experiment 1.

Computer and sound system. The experiment was controlled by a Dell Dimension

L800R Pentium III computer running the E-Studio Software System (Psychology

Software Tools Inc., 1999). All of the sounds came from Polk Audio Rl5 speakers

positioned at azimuths of l5o left, 0", and 15" right.

Desígn and Procedure

As a result of the findings of Experiment 1, it was anticipated that altering the

degree of similarity between the distractors and each other would also have an impact on

performance across conditions. Thus, performance was examined in two conditions in

which target-target similarity was high and in two conditions in which it was low. The
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conditions with the same target-target similarity differed in that one consisted of

distractors that were similar to one another (high D-D similarity), while the other

consisted of distractors that were dissimilar to one another (low D-D similarity). All other

methodological details are the same as in Experiment 1. Two subjects were disqualified

from continuing on to the actual experiment because they did not meet the minimum

accuracy requirement on the farriliarization trials.

During the experiment, distractor sounds were presented from i5' left and 15"

right of the listener and the target was always presented from 0o azimuth. One of the two

possible target sounds was presented on 50% of the trials. A distractor sound of the same

frequency as the targets but with a faster rise time (i.e., 3 ms) was presented onZ5o/o of

the trials (always from the 0o azimuth speaker), to ensure that listeners were not simply

responding to any sound from the 0o azimuth speaker. No sound was presented from the

center speaker on the remaining 25%o of the trials.

As previously mentioned, target detection was studied in four separate conditions.

In the 'high target-target similarity, high distractor-distractor similarity condition' (High

T-T/High D-D), the two potential targets were similar to one another and the distractors

were similar to one another. The potential target sound on any given trial was either 900

Hz or 1000 Hz (randomly selected by the computer program) and the distractor sounds

were 1300 Hzand 1350Hz. The individual distractor sounds that made up each hial of

the experiment, for all four conditions, were selected randomly as was the SOA.

In the 'high target-target similarity, low distractor-distractor similarity condition'

(High T-T/Low D-D), whereas the two potential targets were similar to one another, the

distractors were quite different from one another. The potential target sound on any given
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trial was either 900 Hz or 1000 Hz (targets were the same as on the High T-T/High D-D

condition), however in this condition, the distractor sounds were 575 Hz and 1325 HzIn

both the High T-T/High D-D and the High T-T/Low D-D conditions, the average

frequency separation between the targets and the distractors was 375 Hz. This number

was calculated by averaging the frequency separation between each target and each of the

distractors, then taking the average of the two numbers.

In the 'low target-target similarity, high distractor-distractor similarity condition'

(Low T-T/High D-D), whereas the two potential targets were quite different from one

another, the distractors were quite similar to one another. The potential target sound on

any given trial was either 700 Hz or 1200 Hz and the distractor sounds were 1300 Hz and

1350Hz(distractors were same as on the High T-T/High D-D condition).

Finally, in the 'low target-target similarity, low distractor-distractor similarity

condition' (Low T-TiLow D-D), the potential targets were quite different from one

another and the distractors were quite different from one another. The potential target

sound on any given trial was either 700H2 or 1200 Hz (targets were the same as on the

Low T-T/High D-D condition) and distractor sounds were 575 Hzand1325 Hz

(distractors were the same as on the High T-TiLow D-D condition). The average

frequency separation between the targets and the distractors once again was 375 Hz (the

same as the first two conditions), thus target-distractor similarity was held constant across

all conditions of this experiment.

Results

A detailed surnmary of performance in Experiment 2 is provided in Table 2 andin

Figure 2. A two-way between-subjects ANOVA (Target-Target Similarity [high,low],
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Distractor-Distractor Similarity [high, low]) was performed using the proportion of

correct responses on target-present trials as the dependent variable. This analysis revealed

a signilrcant main effect of target-target similarity, F (1, 36):32.85,p < .001, and of

distractor-distractor similarity, F (1,36):7.81,p < .01. There was no significant

interaction, F < 1. As predicted, listeners were able to detect the target more accurately in

the two conditions with high target-target similarity than in the two conditions with low

target-target similarity. In addition, in each of the two sets of conditions with the same

target-target similarity, better performance was found in the condition with high

distractor-distractor similarity than in the condition with low distractor-distractor

similarity.

False Alarms

An examination of the false alarms of Experiment2 also revealed some

interesting findings. A summary of false alarms for both target-absent and target-foil

trials is also provided in Table 2. Separate two-way between-subjects ANOVAs of false

alarm rates based on both target-absent trials and target-foil trials revealed no significant

main effect of target-target similarity in either case, F (1, 36) :3.12, p > .05, and, F (1,

36):3.04, p> .05, respectively. This finding would be predicted by both AET and FIT

because when no target is present, and the degree of match between the targets and the

distractors is held constant across all conditions (recall that target-distractor similarity

was held constant during Experiment 2),there is no reason to suspect that high T-T

similarity would lead to better performance than low T-T similarity. That is, when overall

target-distractor similarity is the same in each condition, each distractor will have, on

average, a similar degree of match to the target template, so there is no reason to believe
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that when atargetis not present, any given distractor will be more likely to activate the

template when T-T similarity is low than when it is high'

There was, however, a significant main effect of distractor-distractor similarity on

target-absenttrials, F(1,36) :5.29,p<.05,andontarget-foil trials, F(1' 36):4'01,p<

.05. Thus, it appears that when there are no targets plesent, significantly more target

confusion occurs when the distractors are dissimilar from one another than when they are

similar. This was the result that would have been expected, but was not found, on target-

absent trials in Experiment 1. Further explanation will follow in the Discussion section of

this experiment. There was no significant interaction on either target-absent or target-foil

trials, F< 1 in both cases.

Signal D ete ction AnalYse s

Signal detection analysis was once again used to evaluate performance. Separate

two-way between-subjects ANOVAs were used to calculate d' and B using false alarm

rates based on target-absent trials and on target-foil trials (see Table 2). When target-

absent false alarm rates were used in the calculation of d', both the main effect of target-

target similarity, F (1,36):26.45, p < .001, and of distractor-distractor similarity, F (1,

36):12.5,p: .¡1't,were significant. The interaction was not significant, F < l'

Similarly, when target-foil false alarm rates were used in the calculation of d', both the

main effect of target-distractor similarity, F (1, 36) :29.97 
, p < .001, and the main effect

of distractor-distractor similarity, F (1, 36) :9.93, p < .01, were signif,rcant' The

interaction was not significant, F < | . Since the results of the d' analysis are consistent

with the initial ANOVA for target-present trials, it is evident that response bias on the
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part of the listeners was not a contributing factor, thus reinforcing the original

interpretation.

Separate ANOVAs revealed that þ, calculated using either target-absent or target-

foil error rates, did not vary significantly across conditions (p > .05 in all cases). This

result indicates that there was not a tendency for the listeners to respond differently

across conditions. Using false alarms from target-absent trials, the meanB value was 3.8.

When p was calculated using false alarms from target-foil trials, the mean B value was

Z.T4.Theseresults indicate that there was a tendency for the listeners to respond that the

tatget was not present.
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Table 2: Performance for each condition in Experiment 2 is described in terms of

proportion correct on target-present, target-absent, and target-foil trials. d' artd B were

calculated using false alarms from both target-absent trials and from target-foil trials.

Standard errors for each measure are given in parentheses.

Target-
Present

Target-
Absent

Target-
Foil

d'pd'p
(Target- (Target- (Target- (farget-
Absent) Absent) Foil) Foil)

High T-T
High D-D

High T-T
Low D-D

Low T-T
High D-D

Low T-T
Low D-D

.971
(.00e)

.886
(.041)

.772
(.048)

.640
(.044)

.992
(.008)

.955
(.026)

.974
(.010)

.847
(.065)

.897
(.051)

.895
(.042)

.873
(.044)

.692
(.063)

4.27
(.re4)

3.36
(.37e)

2.90
(.26e)

1.75
(.2e0)

t.93
(.s 1 1)

2.85
(.66s)

5.96
(r.42)

4.46
(r.2e)

3.67
(.27t)

3.00
(.366)

2.30
(.2s8)

r.04
(.30e)

1.39
(.s8e)

2.27
(.710)

5.00
(2.08)

2.31
(1.25)
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Fígure 2.Meanproportion correct for target-present trials of Experiment 2 as a function

of condition.
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It is clear from examining both Table 2 and Figure 2 thattarget-target similarity

plays an important role in our ability to detect atarget. Listeners were significantly better

at detecting the targets in the two high T-T similarity conditions than they were in the two

low T-T similarity conditions. However, as in Experiment l, distractor-distractor

similarity also appears to be a factor, with listeners in the two high D-D similarity

conditions performing better than listeners in the two low D-D similarity conditions

(when T-T similarity is held constant). Target-target similarity appears to have affected

listener's abilities to detect the target more so than did distractor-distractor similarity. A

calculation of the effect size on target-present trials confirmed this observation. It

revealed that 47 .7o/o of the variability in accuracy was accounted for by target-target

similarity, q2: .477, while 179% of the variability in accuracy was accounted for by

distractor-distractor similarity, ry': .t79. Only I .t%o of the variability in accuracy was

accounted for by the interaction, 11': .01 1.

Discussion

It was anticipated that search would be more difficult when target-target similarity

was low, and this was indeed the case. Listeners more accurately detected the target in

conditions with high target-target similarity than in conditions with low target-target

similarity. This result is consistent \¡/ith AET, which states that a more elaborate or

complex target template (as would be required when target-target similarity is low)

should be associated with more diffrcult search than would a simpler template (as would

be sufficient when target-target similarity is high). According to AET, it becomes more

difficult to reject sounds at the template as template complexity is increased. The reason

that amore elaborate template leads to more difficult target detection is because of the
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input-template matching process. If each sound in a sequence is matched against a less

elaborate template, then distractor sounds may be rejected more quickly than if a more

elaborate template is used. This effect of target-target similarity may be apparent because

there are more individual frequencies that exist between the two targets when target-

target similarity is low. When target-target similarity is high, relatively few sounds could

reach a frequency in between the two target frequencies, thus a less elaborate target

template is necessary to ensure that a sound is not one of the targets. On the other hand,

when target-target similarity is low, a more elaborate template is necessary to detect the

targets. This is because if a sound is presented at a higher pitch than one of our targets, it

must still be determined whether or not it is a lower pitch than our other target. This issue

is less likely to be a problem when target-target similarity is high.

The design of this experiment also afforded an opportunity to replicate the effect

of distractor-distractor similarity apparent in Experiment 1. Recall that in Experiment I ,

performance was significantly better in conditions with high distractor-distractor

similarity than in conditions with low distractor-distractor similarity (when target-

distractor similarity was held constant). This effect was replicated in Experiment 2

demonstrating again the importance of distractor-distractor similarity as a factor

influencing auditory search.

Once again, the results of this experiment appear to be beyond any explanation

that the most recent version of FIT has provided. It stands to reason that FIT would

predict that there would be no signifrcant difference between high T-T and low T-T

similarity conditions. According to FIT, as an object is processed, its features activate

locations on feature maps where each particular feature is likely to occur. Focal attention
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is directed to the locations where features of the target are likely to occur, and it is only

after this focal attention is directed to a specif,rc location that the features of an input can

be combined to yield either atarget or a distractor (Triesman & Gelade, 1980).

Considering the nature of FIT, it shouldn't make any difference whether or not the targets

are similar to each other. So long as T-D similarity is held constant, if any input were to

activate a feature map, focused attention would be directed to that input, regardless of its

degree of match to another potential target. Thus, according to FIT, there would be no

reason to suspect differences between High and Low T-T similarity conditions. In

addition, the results of Experiment 2 replicated those of Experiment 1 in terms of D-D

similarity, with listeners performing better in conditions with High D-D similarity than

on conditions with Low D-D similarity (when T-D and T-T similarity were held

constant). Once again, this finding is not likely to have been predicted by FIT'

It is interesting to note that with regard to false alarms, a main effect of distractor-

distractor similarity on target-absent trials was found in Experiment 2 but not in

Experiment 1. The significant effect of distractor-distractor similarity likely arose

because the targets and the distractors were, on average, more similar to one another in

Experiment 2thanthey were in Experiment 1. Whereas in Experiment2, the average

frequency difference between the targets and the distractors was held constant at375 Hz,

in Experiment 1 this difference varied from 95 Hzto 1875 Hz in different conditions

(with an aveÍagefrequency separation of approximately 1300 Hz, much less than in

Experiment 2).lnaddition the average spatial separation between the target and

distractors was held constant at 15" in ExperimentZ,but varied from 15o to 45o in

Experiment I (with an average spatial separation of approximately 40"). The fact that
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overall target-distractor similarity was greater in Experiment2thanin Experiment I

would very likely increase the likelihood of an effect of distractor-distractor similarity

emerging because the higher the target-distractor similarity, the more a distractor would

activate atargettemplate. Thus, if there is more activation of the target template, then

spreading suppression due to weight linkage becomes an increasingly important factor in

target detection (and distractor rejection). That is, when similar distractors are occurring

in succession, subsequent distractors can be rejected more quickly. Whereas when target-

distractor similarity is lower, atarget is far more likely than a distractor to activate a

target template and will more easily gain access to ASTM, leading to a reduced role for

spreading suppression, in this case on target-absent trials. This factor is quite likely the

reason why an effect of distractor-distractor similarity was evident on target absent trials

of Experiment2,but not Experiment 1. The fact remains, however, that distractor-

distractor similarity played a signif,rcant role in the detection of a target when it was

present in both of the experiments reported in this paper.

General Discussion

The experiments described in this thesis were designed to improve our

understanding of the auditory search process and the factors that influence it, and to

provide clues that can be utilized in the development of a general theory of auditory

search. The results of these experiments demonstrate that our ability to perform an

auditory search task is largely dependent on the similarity between the sounds that we

encounter and the targets sound(s) for which we are listening. The most important factor

that influences our abitity to detect a target appears to be the degree of similarity between

the target and the distractors. This was evident in Experiment I in which search was
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accomplished more accurately in the two conditions with low target-distractor similarity

than in the two conditions with high target-distractor similarity. If distractor-distractor

similarity were the more important factor, then performance in the two high distractor-

distractor similarity conditions would have been more accurate than in the two low

distractor-distractor similarity conditions. This was, of course, not the result that was

obtained (recall that 4'zfor the effect of target-distractor similarity was .384, whereas 42

for the effect of distractor-distractor similarity was .084)'

It is clear, however, that auditory search is also influenced by the degree of

similarity between the distractors and each other. This was evident in both Experiment I

and Experiment2, in that targets were detected more accurately when distractor-

distractor similarity was high than when distractor-distractor similarity was low'

Finally, the results of Experiment 2 showed that the degree of similarity between

two potential targets also influences the accuracy of auditory search. Thus, in Experiment

2, greater similarity between the two targets was associated with better performance.

Target-target similarity also appeared to be a more importatrt factor than distractor-

distractor similarity in determining a listener's ability to detect atatget in Experiment 2.

The effect sizes for target-target similarity was larger than for distractor-distractor

similarity, rl': .47'l and.l79 respectively.

Although more research is necessary before the precise details of a general theory

of auditory search can be developed, the results of this study provide support for AET in

terms of its applicability to auditory events. The theory appears to interpret many of the

findings that we have observed in auditory research accurately and frts quite reasonably

with the tasks that we encounter in normal audition.
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An initial attempt to utilize modified aspects of AET and apply them to audition

should begin with the concept of a target template, and describe how such a mental

representation ofthe target(s) is developed. From anecdotal evidence obtained by

observation of participants in these experiments, and pure common sense, it can be

assumed that listeners develop some sort of mental representation of the target(s) the first

time they encounter it (them) in isolation from other sounds. This representation,

however, is likely subject to change once the listener is exposed to the other sounds (i.e.,

distractors) in the sequence. For instance, if the target were a 1000 Hz sound, an initial

template for this target would be created and stored in memory upon hearing the sound

independently from the distractors. It however, all of the other sounds in the sequence

were 4000 Hz or greater, the listener's template could be altered to simply specify any

sound lower than 4000 Hz asthe target. On the other hand, if the distractors that were

present with that same 1 000 Hz target were 4000 Hz and 200 Hz, a more precise

representation of the target would be necessary for accurate identification. That is, the

template would have to specify a sound that is lower than 4000 Hz but higher than 200

Hz as the target. Thus, listeners may exert top-down control over selection (i.e., they may

have a prespecified mental representation of the target), however it is likely that the

parameters of the attentional template are also set up in a bottom-up fashion based on the

nature of the distractor sounds in the sequence (see Mondor,Zatorre, & Terrio, 1998).

It is clear that the notion of a target template can be adapted from AET and

applied to a theory of auditory search. The complexity of the template can help to explain

the effects of target-target similarity that were reported in Experiment 2. The more

complex or elaborate the template is (complexity is increased as target-target similarity is
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decreased), the more difficult it becomes to determine whether or not an input can be

rejected at the template. This point leads directly to another aspect of a general theory of

auditory search that can be adopted from AET; the idea of input-template matching. This

concept can be used as a means to explain the findings of T-D similarity reported in

Experiment 1 and throughout other auditory studies (e.g., Mondor, Giannuzzi, & Thorne,

2003; Mondor, Zatone, & Terrio, 1998; Woods et al., 2001). As each sound in a

sequence enters the ear and is processed, it is given a weight based on its similarity (i.e.,

degree of match) to the target template. Sounds that are very similar to the target arc

given a greater weight than sounds that are more dissimilar from the target. Access to

auditory short-term memory (ASTM; Baddeley, 1986, 1990) is then determined based on

the weights of the inputs. If a sound is given a weight sufficient enough to warrant further

investigation (i.e., it shares similar features with the target), then it is passed on to ASTM.

It is only once an input has entered ASTM that a positive response (i.e., acceptance as the

target) can be made (though negative responses can be made at both the template and

after gaining access to ASTM). Since only sounds that are given a sufficient weight are

passed on to ASTM, it becomes more diffrcult to reject distractors as target-distractor

similarity is increased due to an increased number of inputs gaining access. Alternatively,

target-distractor similarity can be so low that only the target would gain access, making

for an extremely efficient search in which only the target is passed on to ASTM.

It should be noted that the conjunction of frequency and location information

occurs quite rapidly in audition. Woods, Alho, and Algazi (1994) found evidence using

evoked potentials generated during a selective listening task that the conjunction of these

features occurs even before the independent analysis of the individual features is
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complete. Also, as previously mentioned, Mondor, Zatone,and Terrio (1998) reported

that alistener cannot ignore one feature of a sound (e.g., the frequency or location), and

rely solely on the other feature to guide attention. Duncan and Humphreys (1989, 1992)

proposed that search will be accomplished using the simplest attentional template

possible (i.e., one dimension such as colour, if possible). However, in an auditory search

task in which the dimensions of both frequency and location are present in the target, it

appears that, while listeners could potentially simplifu their target template, they are

constrained by the fact that the attentional template must be defined by both frequency

and location information (Mondor et al., 1998).

This concept of input template matching can also help to explain the findings of

target-target similarity that were reported in Experiment 2. If the two targets are very

dissimilar from one another, then the distractors in the experiment have a greater chance

of activating some of the features of the target template. That is, if one tatgçt is higher

pitched and the other target is lower pitched, then a low-pitched distractor will produce

relatively little activation of the high-pitched features of the target template, but it will

produce a stronger activation of the low-pitched features of the target template. If,

however, the two targets are very similar to one another, a distractor that does not

activate the high-pitched features of the template will likely not activate the low-pitched

features of the template (because target-target similarity is high). Thus, as was

demonstrated in Experiment 2, listeners will tend to have an easier time rejecting

distractors when target-target similarity is high than when it is low.

Finally, the concepts of weight linkage and spreading suppression can be altered

slightly from their original definitions (Duncan & Humphreys, 1989) to understand why
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it is easier to identiff the presence of a target when distractor-distractor similarity is high

as compared to when it is low (as demonstrated in Experiments 1 and2 of the present

study). Recall that the original concepts of weight linkage and spreading suppression

were applied to a visual array in which all of the stimuli were presented simultaneously to

the viewer. When items in the array shared similar features they were given similar

weights, and the process of attaching a weight to each item occurs more quickly when the

items are similar to one another (weight linkage). If numerous items occur in close spatial

proximity, and share a similar weight, then they can be rejected as a group, once again

speeding up rejection of non-target items (spreading suppression). This study

demonstrates that a similar process could be occurring in audition, even though the

presentation of the stimuli is sequential rather than simultaneous. When similar items

(i.e., with respect to their frequency, location, or both) occur in sequential order, it may

be the case that they are given similar weights, based on the degree of match to the target

template, more quickly than if they are dissimilar from one another, in a process that is

parallel to AET's weight linkage. Thus, similar items occurring sequentially in audition

would each be given a weight faster than would dissimilar items. If similar items

occurring sequentially were given similar weights, then the rejection of the first item

could lead to a faster rejection of subsequent similar items. When distractor-distractor

similarity is high, there is more likelihood of similar distractors occurring sequentially,

which increases the likelihood that spreading suppression due to weight linkage will

occur. When distractor-distractor similarity is low, it is less likely that successive sounds

will have similar features, thus weight linkage is less likely to occur (individual sounds

must be evaluated independently of one another). In this case, spreading suppression will
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be at a minimum, because sequential items are less likely to share a similar weight, and

this should lead to a less efficient search. The question, however, is precisely how the

processes of weight linkage and spreading suppression occur in audition?

First, it must be noted that the processes of weight linkage and spreading

suppression in audition must occur before access to ASTM is allowed, otherwise' if all

sounds were given access to ASTM there would be no (or relatively little) difference in

performance between high and low distractor-distractor similarity conditions. The answer

to this question may lie in evidence from auditory scene analysis, whereby the effects of

distractor-distractor similarity on target detection could be caused by a preattentive

grouping mechanism that assigns information to streams based on the tikelihood that the

information originated from the same source (see Bregman, 1978, 1990, t993,for a

discussion on primitive stream segregation). For instance, Mondor and Terrio (1998)

theorized about the possibility of such a preattentive perceptual process as a potential

explanation for their findings thatatargetwhich deviated most from the pattern structure

of a sound sequence was easiest to detect. In a series of experiments, the researchers had

listeners determine whether or not atargetwas present in a series of sounds that ascended

or descended in frequency by equai log units (from 500 Hz to 1500 Hz)'I:was found that

listeners were, in general, faster and more accurate at detecting the target the more it

deviated from the pattern structure. Listeners performed poofest when the target was

consistent with the pattern structure (i.e., when the target was the expected frequency in

the ascending or descending pattem). Thus, it would appear that this preattentive

perceptual grouping process had a significant effect on the selection of a target amongst

distractors. According to Mondor and Terrio (1998), this grouping mechanism operates
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by evaluating each tone with regard to the likelihood that it is a member of a larger

pattern, and target detection is affected by the stream tagthat it is assigned to each item.

If a target is assigned a tag suggesting that it is part of a pre-existing stream, then the

target loses its salience and it becomes more difficult to detect. This proposal is also

consistent with attentional engagement theory in that it is assumed that perceptual

organization occurs before selection. This account of Mondor and Terrio's (1998)

findings could be used to explain the effects of distractor-distractor similarity that were

reported in this study and to understand the process by which weight linkage and

spreading suppression may operate in audition. For instance, a preattentive grouping

mechanism could havetagged each input, on the trials of both experiments of this study,

as to its probable membership in a stream. If sounds that occurred sequentially were quite

similar to one another (either on the dimensions of location, frequency, or both), then

they could be tagged as members of the same stream and essentially grouped together.

After a weight is assigned to the first sound in the group, a similar weight could be

assigned to each subsequent sound fairly quickly based largely on the pre-existing tag. If

the weight of the first sound in the group were such that it did not warrant passage on to

ASTM, then it would be suppressed as a non-target, as would be any subsequent sound of

a similar weight, atavery efficient speed þrovided they were all members of the same

group). It follows from the evidence of Mondor and Terrio's (1998) study that atarget

that is not tagged as part of this group should be detected more quickly and accurately

than one that was assigned membership to a group. ln fact, if a target were tagged as a

member of a group (i.e., if T-D similarity were high), this would have a very detrimental

effect on search, as it did in Mondor and Terrio's (i998) study.
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Applying this explanation to the present study, it would be predicted that

participants in the Low T-DÆIigh D-D similarity condition of Experiment I would more

accurately detect targets than those who participated in the HighT-D/High D-D condition.

This was, of course, the case. If, however, distractor-distractor similarity were low, then

there would be less of a chance that this grouping mechanism could tag distractors as part

of a stream, thus reducing or eliminating the effect of spreading suppression. This would

mearr that listeners should be more accurate in the Low T-D/High D-D similarity

condition than in the Low T-D/Low D-D similarity condition, which was again a ¡esult

that was obtained in Experiment 1. Vy'orst performance would still be predicted in High

T-D/Low D-D similarity conditions because in this condition, as compared to the High T-

D/ High D-D condition, there is much less probability that streaming and thus spreading

suppression of similar distractors would occur. Thus, more independent sounds must be

assigned a weight in the High T-D/Low D-D condition (of which more will be assigned a

similar weight to the target), and more are likely to be allowed access to ASTM. This

would result in a very inefficient and error prone search, as was the case for this

condition on Experiment 1.

Thus, to recap, in an auditory search task, a listener begins by creating atarget

template against which inputs are matched. This template can be adjusted depending on

the nature of the distractor sounds that a listener is likely to encounter. The complexity of

the template can be affected by factors such as the similarity between two potential

targets. The greater the similarity between the targets, the more complex the template

must be to detect them. A more complex template requires a more thorough evaluation of

inputs at the template, thus leading to a less efficient search. Inputs are matched against
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the template and assigned a weight based on their similarity to the target. Inputs with

lower weights are rejected at the template while inputs with a greater weight are given

access to ASTM. During the initial search process, however, a preattentive grouping

mechanism (Mondor & Terrio, 1989) is responsible for tagging inputs with respect to the

likelihood that they originated from the same source (i.e., belong to a sound stream).

Inputs that likely belong to the same stream can be rejected as a group in a process akin

to spreading suppression via weight linkage, which was originally described in AET

(Duncan & Humphreys, 1989). Inputs that do not belong to a stream must be

independently matched against the target template and this process takes longer and will

typically result in a less efficient, more effor prone search. Therefore, search is most

efficient and accurate when a target is given a weight sufficient enough (relative to the

distractors) that it is the only input gaining access to ASTM (i.e., when T-D similarity is

very low) and becomes less efficient as more inputs are allowed access (i.e., as T-D

similarity is increased). Once again, access to ASTM is highly competitive and based on

the weight that is assigned to each input. However, disfractors that share similar weights

to the target may be allowed access to ASTM. For this reason, a second selection process

occurs in ASTM whereby each input can be either rejected or accepted as the target. In

addition, search effrciency is affected by the ability to reject multiple stimuli belonging to

the same group. Target detection should be best as the likelihood that this grouping

process will occur is increased (i.e., as D-D similarity is increased), and should worsen as

the likelihood that this grouping of similar distractors will occur is decreased (i.e., as D-D

similarity is decreased).
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Thus, this study serves as an initial attempt to accurately describe the auditory

search process in a controlled environment. While more research is necessary to apply

this paradigm to environments outside of the laboratory, the findings and explanations of

the present study appear to be promising.

Future Applications of this Research

As a final note regarding the importance of this and other related studies, it is

evident that research of this nature has numerous real-world applications. These

applications include the development and implementation of effective warning alarms for

use in settings such as airplane cockpits and hospital operating rooms. In these

environments, we are surrounded by many acoustic distractions, and the failure to detect

an alarm quickly and accurately could result in the loss of life. Alarms can be developed

that take advarfiage of the information gained in this and other related studies to ensure

that they are maximally distinct from other environmental sounds (such as noises that are

occurring normally in an airplane cockpit) that might otherwise tax necessary resources.

For example, in an F-l8 cockpit, it would be beneficial to create warning alarms that are

of a different pitch than the normally occurring sound in that particular environment (e.g.,

the frequency of the voices coming through on the radio). One particular strategy that has

received some research attention is the use of a female voice as a warning alarm

(Tysiaczny, 2005). There are relatively few female F-18 pilots, thus most of the radio

communication that a pilot encounters during flight are male voices. A female voice

(obviously higher pitched than the typical male voice) should be more distinct and thus

capture attention better. As more females enter the cockpit, however, this female voice

could potentially become less effective as a waming alarm system. Perhaps manipulating
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the female pilots voices to sound more masculine on the radio would be a practical

solution as the gender gap is reduced for this particular occupation.

The effects of target-target similarity can also be transferred to the fighter jet

cockpit. For instance, in a situation where a pilot is flying too low, the warning message

might say, "Altitude, altitude, altitude." The pilot's response would be to pull back on the

stick to increase his/her altitude. If there were another instance in which the response of

the pilot was intended to be the same (i.e., the aircraft was too low to fire on the

designated target), then it would be beneficial to use the same warning message (i.e',

"Altitude, altitude, altitude.") versus a different message (i.e., "Too low, too low, too

low."). The results of this paper have demonstrated that the more similar the targets

(when the response to the presence of either of them is the same) the more likely it is that

a listener wilt be able to detect the target and make the correct response. On the other side

of the coin, if the desired response to each target were to be different (i.e., if in

Experiment 2 the task was to have listeners distinguish between the two targets), it could

be a¡ticipated that the more distinct the potential targets were from one another, the more

likely it is that they could be distinguished, and the more accurate the responses should

be. In a fighter jet cockpit for instance, if one warning message was intended to indicate

that the pilot was flying too low, and the other that the pilot was flying too high, the

message, "Altitude, altitude, altitude" would not be the best choice for both

circumstances. A more specific warning such as, "Pull up, pull up, pull up", in the former

situation, and, "Too high, too high, too high", in the latter situation would likely be more

effective.
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An experiment that could provide useful information regarding the applicability

of this research to human speech might involve the use of nonsense words (to minimize

the effects of word recognition; e.g., 'gop', 'nop', 'tez' ,'bez' , etc.) in conditions similar

to those of Experiment I of the present study. The participants could be instructed to

detect the presence of a target nonsense word (e.g., 'tor'), and the target-distractor and

distractor-distractor similarity could be manipulated to determine the extent to which

these factors apply to human speech sounds. For example, a low target-distractor, high

distractor-distractor similarity condition could involve distractors such as 'gaz' and'daz' ,

whereas a high target-distractor, low distractor-distractor similarity condition could

involve distractors such as 'tur' and 'zor'. If the results were similar to those reported in

Experiment 1 of the present study, then it could potentially be useful in developing the

most efficient voice operated warning alarm systems. For instance, all essential words

used in F-18 pilot communication could be analyzed, and words that are most dissimilar

from the commonly used words or phrases could be incorporated and used for emergency

putposes only. This system would likely lead to a better recognition of emergency

situations and a faster reaction time on the part of the pilots.

Thus, while the development of a general theory of auditory search is still in its

early stages, it is clear that the findings of the experiments in this study should be taken

into consideration when creating such a theory. It is also clear that research of this nature

can be applied to countless situations beyond the experimental setting.
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